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1 Introduction

STAGE 1

Yarra Ranges Council has engaged hansen partnership p/l (hansen) in association with
Tim Nott Economics to prepare the Coldstream Structure Plan (CSP). The Structure Plan
will set out a 20-30 year strategic framework to consider the potential future growth
options and public realm upgrades for the Coldstream. It will seek to guide the current
and future look and function of the Township. It will also provide a framework for the
integration of Council’s services and programs, existing polices and strategies, as well as
consideration for the role of the Township in the context of the broader municipality and
the Yarra Valley region.

project inception

STAGE 2

project background
(learning about the place)

STAGE 3

Figure 1 outlines the overall project methodology, the project staging being followed,
noting this report constitutes an output of Stage 3: Influences and Directions (‘where to
from here?’).

1.1

influences and directions
(where to from here?)

How to use this Report

STAGE 4

This report is set out in two parts:

community consultation
(review community feedback)

Issues and Opportunities Report: It outlines the key issues relating to urban growth,
land use, economic activity, township image, access and urban design matters. It
also highlights the anticipated opportunities for further detailed investigations to be
undertaken during the later development of the Structure Plan.

STAGE 5

preparation of structure plan

Appendices: Planning Policy Summary / Strategic Document Summary / Stakeholder
Feedback: The appendices provide a summary of the Planning Policy Framework and
the broader strategic context which will influence the preparation of the Structure
Plan, in addition to feedback received from a range of stakeholders and a detailed
Commercial Assessment.

(documenting the vision)

STAGE 6

consultation on draft structure plan
(refining the structure plan)

The purpose of the Issues and Opportunities Report is to allow the early consideration
and confirmation of key directions by Council and the community, prior to detailed work
being undertaken as part of the formation of the Structure Plan.

STAGE 7

finalise the structure plan & project implementation
(executing the plan)
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Figure 1 Project methodology
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Figure 2 View from Lauriston Drive looking north
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2 Context, History and Development
2.1

Context

Coldstream is located in the Shire of Yarra Ranges on the eastern side of the Maroondah
Highway, approximately 40 kilometres from Melbourne’s Central Business District and 5
kilometres north of Lilydale. Over the last 50 years, Coldstream has established itself as a
contained and independent urban environment, set within the rural context of the lower
Yarra Valley, within close proximity to the expanding Lilydale Major Activity Centre.
Coldstream comprises predominately residential accommodation to the east of the
Maroondah Highway. According to 2011 census data the postcode of Coldstream has
2,338 people (848 dwellings), while the popultation of the established residential area
was 1,746 with 575 householdsold (Coldstream Community Plan 2014-16). A limited
range of commercial and retail facilities are located within the township, including the
Lodge shops fronting the Maroondah Highway at the Killara Road intersection and the
Gateway local shops also fronting but setback from the highway.
Coldstream is provided with an extensive network of passive and active public open
spaces that are well distributed through the township. Key public open spaces include:
Halley Supple Reserve: a large formalised open space hub located centrally within the
Township which contains a recreational oval, tennis courts, cricket nets, a playground
and a community centre; and
Margaret Lewis Reserve: a substantial informal public open space reserve which
contains a playground, picnic area and significant canopy vegetation throughout.
Secondary informal public open space is accommodated in the form of a number of small
‘pocket parks’ located throughout the township which are generally surrounded by the
rear boundaries of abutting residential properties and accommodate grass cover and
sparse canopy planting.

6

Coldstream’s highway position provides the township with a potential role as a “gateway’
to the Yarra Valley tourism region, although the majority of passing traffic does not stop
at the township. Notwithstanding, the townships interface to Maroondah Highway
is considered an important element to provide a township setting, with the highway
providing a primary point of access to and from retail services and residential land.
Yarra Ranges Shire Council

In a commercial context Coldstream can be considered within the wider Yarra Ranges
Activity Centre network. In accordance with the Yarra Ranges Activity Centre Network
Strategy, 2012 a retail hierarchy has been devised, where Coldstream is nominated as
one of 10 small Neighbourhood Activity Centres/ Town Centres. This designation for
Coldstream sits below 9 other designated large Neighbourhood Activity Centres/ Town
Centres and the two designated Major Activity Centres of Lilydale and Chirnside Park.
The designation of Coldstream places it within the lowest level of the retail hierarchy,
which highlights its nominated current and future commercial role within its wider
regional context.

2.2

History and Development

The Coldstream Township was established in 1888 upon the arrival of the nowdiscontinued Healesville Greater Melbourne railway line. The township was originally
named “The Lodge” (now the name of the township’s northern retail hub) and was later
renamed to Coldstream in 1889.
The current subdivision pattern of the township was developed in the 1950’s, where the
geometric design of the street network centred around a large hexagonal hub of public
open space, suggesting that the historic development of the town was a late product of
the Garden City phase of town planning from the 1920s.
The historic Coombe Cottage, located approximately 500m to the north of the
Coldstream Township at the junction of Maroondah Highway, is a significant heritage
asset for Coldstream and the Yarra Ranges. In 1909 Dame Nellie Melba, a famous
operatic soprano of the late Victorian Era, purchased the sixty-acre dairy farm and
cottage and commissioned a number of renovations throughout her residency. Today the
property is still the home of her descendants; however, parts of the site have recently
been developed as a major tourist development, containing a restaurant and gallery,
located within the restored stables/ motor house and historic clock tower. It is expected
this will become a significant tourism anchor for Coldstream, and more broadly the Yarra
Ranges and the Yarra Valley region.
The following images are historic photographs of Coldstream between 1890 and 1920.
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3 Urban Growth Considerations
As part of the preparation and development of the Coldstream Structure Plan there are a
range of considerations and issues relating to the potential urban growth of Coldstream
which will need to be explored in detail. A number of the critically important issues
are highlighted below for early consideration and discussion as part of this Issues and
Opportunities Report.

3.1

Land Supply within Yarra Ranges Municipality

Consideration of the potential urban expansion of Coldstream cannot occur in isolation
of a broader assessment of available land supply within the Yarra Ranges municipality.
With this question in mind, the Yarra Ranges Housing Strategy (Housing Strategy) was
completed in May, 2009 and provided an estimate of available land supply within the
municipality overall, in addition to implementing a framework to manage residential
growth. The Housing Strategy did not nominate Coldstream as a preferred location
to accommodate growth, rather designated Coldstream as a ‘Least Change Precinct’.
Likewise, the Housing Strategy conservatively estimated that an additional 10,065
dwellings could be provided in the Shire over the next 20 years, which will accommodate
the Shire’s housing needs.
Noting that typically Councils are required to have a designated land supply of 10-15
years, Yarra Ranges already has well in excess of this with a 20 year land supply, which
essentially means at a municipal level there is technically no strategic justification for
Coldstream to accommodate major growth.
Furthermore it is highlighted that the Housing Strategy did not factor in the additional land
supply to be accommodated as part of the Lilydale Cave Hill Quarry redevelopment. This
development could add between 4-10 years of additional land supply, which is in addition
to the 20 years land supply nominated within the Housing Strategy, thus further reducing
the strategic justification for Coldstream to grow.

3.2

Growth versus Containment

There are costs and benefits of urban growth in and around Coldstream. The benefits
may be the potential for the township to develop services for residents that are not
presently viable, given the current level of demand. Such services could include both
commercial and community services that would improve Coldstream as a place to
live. However, significant urban growth at Coldstream would inevitably use surrounding
rural land. The two key industries of the Yarra Valley – farming and tourism – rely on
productive farmland and the setting that it generates for visitor experiences. Significant
urban development therefore has the potential to undermine the local and regional
economy.

3.3

Population Growth and Community Services/ Facilitates

As part of the initial investigation into issues, opportunities and influences for the
Coldstream Structure Plan, consultation was undertaken with a range of Stakeholders
including both internal Council Departments and external State Government Agencies/
Departments. The purpose of the early stakeholder engagement was to explore issues
surrounding potential growth scenarios for Coldstream and to establish whether potential
growth in population would trigger the provision of additional community services,
facilities and infrastructure. Stakeholder engagement with Public Transport Victoria and
VicRoads sought the early views of these agencies regarding transport and road related
matters.
The key message coming back from all Council Department’s and Government Agencies
was that regardless of the theoretical growth of Coldstream, including the growth in
population by 200% to nearly 6,000 residents, would have no consequential impact on
the potential increase in community facilities or services, rather existing facilities would
be augmented and upgraded to meet demand. With respect to public transport advice
received, it is highly unlikely that a train station would be provided at Coldstream in
the foreseeable future and it would be unlikely that services to Coldstream would be
increased or expanded dramatically.
This raises a particular discussion point and matter for consideration by the Coldstream
community, being: is growth of the township still desired by the community if it will not
result in additional community services and facilities?
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3.4

Urban Growth Boundary and Green Wedge Policy

The Coldstream Township is heavily influenced by the designated Urban Growth Boundary
(UGB), which relates to all urban land within the township, and the rural Green Wedge
land located beyond. The UGB was established at State Government level in 2001 to
indicate the long-term limits of urban development and where non-urban values and
land uses should prevail in metropolitan Melbourne. Likewise, the non-urban areas of
metropolitan Melbourne that lie outside the UGB are known as Green Wedges. There are
12 designated Green Wedge areas, spanning 17 municipalities, which collectively form a
ring around the city.

Based on the legislative framework any consideration of moving the UGB is likely to be a
complex and difficult process, particularly as both sides of parliament have indicated this
is not currently being considered around Coldstream.
The above context summary highlights a critical planning policy tension regarding
Coldstream’s future. Noting the current UGB and Green Wedge policies seek the
consolidation of urban development within existing settlements, this specifically conflicts
with a broader community desire to allow the town to expand and grow outwards
beyond its existing boundary.

Land in each Green Wedge area is unique in terms of its use and appearance, where the
landscapes of the Yarra Valley are acknowledged as being highly scenic. Such Green
Wedge land contributes significantly to Melbourne’s open space network, providing
opportunities for tourism and recreation, in addition to providing opportunities for active
agricultural and rural uses within close proximity to metropolitan Melbourne. Strong and
detailed planning policies within the State Planning Policy Framework seek to protect
Green Wedge land for this purpose. Specifically the Green Wedge land surrounding
Coldstream contains a mix of agricultural activities (agricultural cropping, chicken farm
etc.), low-density dwellings, quarries used in the building industry, an animal shelter,
airports, a waste transfer station and the Coombe Cottage heritage site.

Urban Growth Considerations

Coldstream Structure Plan | Issues and Opportunities

Noting that the current UGB prevents the outward expansion and growth of Coldstream,
the only way this could be facilitated is through the relocation of the UGB, which
would require a ministerial supported amendment. In Yarra Ranges, the current UGB
is a modern-day reflection of the limit to outward urban growth originally imposed by
the Upper Yarra Valley and Dandenong Ranges Regional Strategy Plan. Therefore, any
proposed change in planning controls to extend the urban area of Coldstream would not
only need ratification by Parliament to extend the UGB, but ratification to amend the RSP.
In addition, Section 46F Section 46F of the Planning and Environment Act 1987 prohibits
the Planning Minster from approving an amendment that is inconsistent with another
policy document for the Upper Yarra Valley and Dandenong Ranges Regional Strategy
Plan (RSP). Likewise an act of Parliament would be required to amend the RSP, which
would require the support of both sides of Parliament.
Figure 6

Halley Supple Reserve

Yarra Ranges Shire Council
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3.5

Land Speculation and Valuation

Whenever there is a desire to expand a township boundary this consequently can lead
to land value speculation, which in turn can have specific impact on viable land uses.
In many township contexts where urban and rural land interface, land speculation can
cause rural land being valued at urban rates, which in turn can make the land unviable
for agricultural or rural based activities. Potential land speculation is a particular concern
for Green Wedge land, given its general close proximity to urban based land and the
importance of maintaining Melbourne’s Green Wedge land for active rural based uses.
Noting the township of Coldstream has a range of active rural based uses within the
immediate proximity of its urban settlement; it highlights the potential concern of land
speculation, which will need to be appropriately considered through the development of
the draft Coldstream Structure Plan.

3.6

Affordable Housing

During early consultation the ability to encourage and provide affordable housing within
Coldstream was nominated as a particular consideration. To inform the question of
affordability, some quick analysis on housing prices has been undertaken. The following
median house price data was sourced from suburb profiles at realestate.com.au. This
data includes:
Melbourne median property price (house):

$688,000

Lilydale median property price (house):

$470,000

Lilydale median property price (unit):

$370,000

Coldstream median property price (house):

$405,000

Based on the above analysis, it highlighted that both Lilydale and Coldstream have
substantially lower house prices than the Melbourne average, and that Coldstream
already provides a significant increase in affordability when compared with Lilydale. In
order to inform the development and preparation of the Coldstream Structure Plan, it will
be important to undertake further community consultation to establish thinking around
affordability within the context of Coldstream and whether this is a question of baseline
cost of a standard house, or different types of dwellings such as units, townhouses etc.

10
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There is also a clear tension between the community’s desire for more diverse forms of
housing but countered with an opposition of new dual occupancy and unit development
within the established urban areas of Coldstream. This tension needs to be explored in
detail through the community consultation phase.

3.7

Surrounding Land Use Interface Considerations

Any potential consideration of the outward expansion of Coldstream would need to
be made in context of existing land uses and activities located within the surrounding
Green Wedge area. If the outward expansion of Coldstream were to be considered as
part of the preparation of a draft Structure Plan, figure 7 illustrates a range of existing
and/ or future land uses located within the surrounding Green Wedge which warrant
consideration. As many of these uses have the clear potential to create land use conflict
and cause negative amenity impacts for any potential future residential development,
appropriate separation between uses would be required. Equally, some environmental
features exist which would be logical to avoid as part or any township expansion.
Accordingly, figure 7 is a critical spatial analysis map to guide thinking on any potential
residential expansion of Coldstream.
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4 Urban Growth Scenarios

Scenario 3: encompassing a theoretical scenario allowing Significant Growth,
resulting in growth of 3.5% per year.

The potential for population growth in Coldstream depends principally on the planning
strategy for the township. Currently, growth in the township is severely constrained
by the existing UGB in association with Green Wedge policies; restrictions on dual
occupancy of existing lots (i.e. Neighbourhood Residential Zone (NRZ), Design and
Development Overlay (DDO5) and restrictive covenants); and by the long-standing view
that the Yarra Valley should be protected from urban encroachment.

Scenario 4: encompassing a theoretical scenario allowing for Substantial Growth,
resulting in growth of 5.5% per year.

However in order to consider the potential growth of Coldstream and to assess the
benefit or dis-benefit of growth, a number of theoretical growth scenarios have been
devised. These scenarios are not linked to specific land at this stage, rather are framed
in terms of population increases to allow the impacts of such population growth to
be considered. Should it be determined to carry a particular growth scenario forward
into the draft Structure Plan process, it will be necessary to consider what land may
accommodate such growth and what assumptions might be applied such as housing
types and minimum lot sizes as this will have an impact on required land areas. These
questions will warrant further detailed consideration at the appropriate time.
In line with an open approach to the planning of the township, a number of population
growth scenarios – four in total - are examined here in order to judge their potential
impact on commercial demand and the provision of services. These growth scenarios
will be used to assess the benefit or dis-benefit of the township of Coldstream being
able to accommodate growth, including the impact and consequence of an increased
residential population. The devised growth scenarios are summarised as follows:
Scenario 1: based on .id consulting forecast, a base case forecast for growth of 0.2%
per year over the period to 2036.
Scenario 2: encompassing a theoretical scenario based on the development of
the Mixed Use Zone (MUZ) around the Lodge and the removal of existing Planning
Scheme controls limiting subdivision potential., resulting in growth of 0.7% per year
(but also factoring in the existence of single dwelling covenants within the township).
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Each of these scenarios are outlined in greater detail below. For reference, the
Commercial Assessment estimated the 2015 population of the Coldstream ‘trade area’
to be 2,767 persons. This is the ‘base case forecast’ underpinning each of the four
scenarios. Refer to Appendix 4 for further detail.

4.1

Scenario 1: Based on .id Consulting Forecast

Council commissioned .id consulting to prepare population forecasts for the Shire (last
updated in 2013). These forecasts anticipated that the Gruyere-Coldstream-Yering
district would grow by 0.2% per year on average over the period from 2015 to 2036.
This compares with forecast growth in the municipality as a whole of 0.7% per year over
the same period.
The year-on-year growth rate for the wider district has been applied to the Coldstream
trade area. Under this forecast the population of the trade area will grow by around
90 people over the 21 years to 2036, with the growth arising from very limited infill
opportunities. This can be considered a base case.
SUMMARY: Growth Scenario 1
Existing Population 2015:
Proposed Population 2031:
Proposed Population Growth:
Percentage Population Increase:
Implementation:

2,767
2,855
88
3%
This scenario can be facilitated without needing to
undertake any revisions to the current Yarra Ranges
Planning Scheme.

Coldstream Structure Plan | Issues and Opportunities

There is some potential for population growth in Coldstream by intensifying development
within the existing UGB through removal of restrictive Planning Scheme Controls, and
by encouraging development in the Mixed Use Zone (MUZ) around the Lodge shopping
Centre.

SUMMARY: Growth Scenario 2
Existing Population 2015:
Proposed Population 2031:
Proposal Population Growth:
Percentage Population increase:

The Neighbourhood Residential Zone (NRZ) and Design and Development Overlay
(DDO5) applying to Coldstream effectively prevent dual occupancy of township lots. If
these restriction were to be removed, it would allow for intensification of development,
although broadly half the township would still be covered by a restrictive covenant
stipulating one dwelling per lot. Assuming that 10% of the remaining lots were to gain
one additional dwelling, the population would grow by a further 60 people.
The Mixed Use Zone (MUZ) around the Lodge shopping centre has extensive areas
of vacant land. Given its proximity to services, this land would be ideal for medium
density housing development, including the possibility of a retirement village. This kind
of development would provide choice in the housing market where little exists currently.
The area of vacant land is approximately 45,700 square metres. Allowing 75% of this
to be available for housing, with lots averaging 250 square metres, there would be room
for 137 additional dwellings. Using an average of 2 persons per dwelling in these small
homes, the land could house 274 additional people.

Implementation:

2,767
3,194
427
15%
Part of this scenario can be facilitated without
needing to undertake any revisions to the current
Yarra Ranges Planning Scheme, which would involve
the potential redevelopment of the Mixed Use
Zone (MUZ) land to facilitate an approximate 10%
increase in population based on the assumptions
outlined above.

Urban Growth Scenarios

4.2 Scenario 2: Intensify Development within Existing Urban
Boundary

However, to facilitate additional development
within the balance of the residential areas of
Coldstream, it would require a Planning Scheme
Amendment to alter the current controls of the
Neighbourhood Residential Zone (NRZ) and Design
and Development Overlay (DDO5) which currently
restrict development.

Assuming that this development is complete and occupied by 2036, the trade area could
grow by an additional 427 people compared with the Base case. This represents an
average growth rate of 0.7% per year.

Yarra Ranges Shire Council
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Urban Growth Scenarios

4.3

Scenario 3: Significant Growth (200% of the base case)

There are various theoretical options for the urban expansion of Coldstream, which would
involve extending the UGB to accommodate new residential development. Surrounding
greenfields land could potentially double or triple the area of the township with
commensurate increases in the township population.
Scenario 3 results in a population that is twice the size of the base case by 2036 –
5,717 people. This represents growth of 2,950 people compared with the present. The
required growth rate of 3.5% per year on average over the period to 2036 is typical of a
municipality in a metropolitan growth area and compares with an expected rate of 0.7%
per year for the Yarra Ranges municipality as a whole.
SUMMARY: Growth Scenario 3
Existing Population 2015:
Proposed Population 2031:
Proposal Population Growth:
Percentage increase:

Implementation:

14
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2,767
5,717
2,950
100% (approx.)
This scenario would be complex to facilitate as it would
require a Planning Scheme Amendment and ministerial
support to amend the UGB, in addition to an Act of
Parliament to amend the RSP.
Any consideration of moving the UGB is likely to be a
complex and difficult process, particularly as both sides
of parliament have indicated this is not currently being
considered around Coldstream.

4.4

Scenario 4: Substantial Growth (300% of the base case)

Scenario 4 would require development on a number of fronts and results in a population
that is three times the size of the base case. Total population in 2036 would be 8,575, a
growth of 5,809 compared with 2015. The scenario requires a growth rate of 5.5% per
year on average over the period to 2036. This is typical of a rapidly growing community
in a metropolitan growth area.
SUMMARY: Growth Scenario 4
Existing Population 2015:
Proposed Population 2031:
Proposal Population Growth:
Percentage increase:
Implementation:

2,767
8,753
5,809
200% (approx.)
This scenario would be complex to facilitate as it would
require a Planning Scheme Amendment and ministerial
support to amend the UGB, in addition to an Act of
Parliament to amend the RSP.
Any consideration of moving the UGB is likely to be a
complex and difficult process, particularly as both sides
of parliament have indicated this is not currently being
considered around Coldstream.

Coldstream Structure Plan | Issues and Opportunities

Urban Growth Scenarios: Required Strategic Justification
Urban Growth Scenarios

4.5

Noting the Urban Growth Scenarios outlined above, these have been proposed firstly
as a mechanism to assess the impacts and implications, as well as the issues and
opportunities associated with the potential growth of the urban area of Coldstream.
Throughout the following sections, the potential implications for economic activity and
required community services/ facilities implications are explored at a broad strategic
level to establish what may be the strategic reasons to underpin and potentially justify
township growth.
It should also be understood that based on the long standing ‘no growth’ policy positon
of the Upper Yarra Valley and Dandenong Ranges Regional Strategy Plan (RSP),
any potential growth of Coldstream would need to have extremely strong strategic
justification noting also that Planning Minister support would be required to amend the
RSP, in addition to an Act of Parliament to facilitate the amendment.

Figure 8 Coldstream Community Centre

Yarra Ranges Shire Council
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5 Economic Analysis
Tim Nott an economic geographer who is part of the project team has prepared a
detailed Commercial Assessment. The details of this assessment are not repeated
here in full, rather an overarching summary of findings are outlined below, with the full
Commercial Assessment contained as Appendix 4.
The township contains three distinct commercial areas, comprising the Lodge – a
small supermarket centre; the Gateway – a small local centre where the shop units
are occupied mainly by wholesalers and food producers; and a highway services strip
catering to regional traffic and visitors.
Total retail floorspace in the township is approximately 2,655 square metres, including
a small supermarket of around 1,000 square metres. Total retail turnover is estimated
at $11.4 million. This represents a relatively low turnover per square metre; most
of the existing retail facilities appear to be under-performing, poorly designed and
lacking investment.
The trade area for the retail facilities in Coldstream comprises the Coldstream
township and rural surrounds. The area has a population estimated at 2,767 in
2015 which has been growing at around 0.3% per year in recent years. Total retail
spending by trade area residents in bricks and mortar shops is estimated at $32.8
million in 2015.
Visitors from outside the trade area account for approximately 24% of retail sales
in the township. Altogether, residents make around 26% of their retail spending in
Coldstream, with the remainder escaping to Lilydale, Chirnside Park and further afield.
This is typical for a small neighbourhood centre, particularly one which lacks a full-line
supermarket. The escape spending would be higher except for the presence of shops
and restaurants that are mainly geared for visitors.
Future retail development potential of Coldstream depends largely on the rate and
scale of population growth in the trade area. To date, population growth has been
circumscribed by the UGB, restrictions on dual occupancy and the long-standing
prohibition on urban encroachment into the Yarra Valley.

16

The population growth scenarios outlined in Section 3 will have varying effects on the
demand for commercial activity in the township, noting scenarios 1 & 2 may result
in a reduction in retail floorspace within Coldstream, whilst scenarios 3 & 4 would
result in a clear increase in retail floorspace demand. A number of assumptions have
been used to model the impact on retail demand including that the existing relatively
poor performance of some retail outlets in the township cannot continue indefinitely,
leading to closures or other reorganisation under the lowest growth scenario; and
that the highest growth scenario will generate sufficient demand for a full-line
supermarket.
Using experience from elsewhere, and considering the existing commercial and
community infrastructure in the township, growth in non-retail floorspace to service
Coldstream is estimated at 30% of total growth. This does not affect the scenarios
for which no growth is predicted; any expansion of non-retail space could be
accommodated in existing vacant shop units or through rearrangement of existing
space. The growth scenarios (scenarios 3 and 4) would require total additional land
area of between 0.6 and 1.8 hectares for activity centre development. Such growth
could easily be accommodated in the Commercial 1 Zone (C1Z) and Mixed Use Zone
(MUZ) around the Lodge, as well as through redevelopment of vacant and under-used
premises in the Commercial 2 Zone (C2Z) on the Maroondah Highway.
Tourism development opportunities in Coldstream are not dependent on local
population growth. Opportunities for tourism investment that would affect land-use
and urban design include:
Development of an orientation experience for visitors to the Yarra Valley, including
visitor information, local produce and hospitality, and could be accommodated in
the Commercial 2 Zone (C2Z).
Development of a specialist food producers attraction in the Gateway centre,
building on the outlets already present and reflected in the urban and building
design of the precinct
Accommodation and services for large recreational vehicles (motor homes) close
to the Lodge
Highway safety and streetscape improvements around the intersections of Station
Road and Killara Road with the Maroondah Highway would help to slow traffic and
create a better sense of arrival for the commercial activities in that location.

Yarra Ranges Shire Council
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Should there be an expansion of successful tourism investment on the Highway more
land may need to be rezoned in this location to accommodate demand in the longer
term.
There is a proposal to improve water provision to horticultural producers in the district
through a recycled water pipeline from the Lilydale water treatment plant, creating an
additional 150 jobs in farm production and value-adding. This potential development
highlights the continued opportunities in farm investment and the need to take care in
encouraging urban development of the Yarra Valley towns.

Figure 9

Existing way-finding signage to community services

Figure 10

Public open space in Coldstream

Yarra Ranges Shire Council
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Economic Analysis

5.1

Economic Development Opportunities

The rate and scale of population growth will have a substantial effect on the creation
of job-generating activities in Coldstream. However, some aspects of economic
development will be somewhat independent of local population growth, including
investment in the key local industries of tourism and intensive agriculture and processing.
These kinds of economic development opportunities have the potential to affect the
urban landscape of Coldstream, with implications for land-use planning.
5.1.1

Gateway to the Yarra Valley

Coldstream is at a key gateway to the Yarra Valley wine and food region, on the junction
between the Maroondah and Melba Highways. The Yarra Valley hosts 312,000 visitor
nights and over one million day visits each year (Tourism Research Australia, 2013). A
majority of these visitors would travel through Coldstream.
Whilst Coldstream has its own attractions – Coldstream Brewery and Café, the Gateway
Estate fruit and vegetable outlet, for example – it has only recently become a significant
destination with the opening of the Melba Estate just to the north of the town, the former
home of famous opera singer Dame Nellie Melba.
There is potential in Coldstream for an orientation experience that can showcase the
whole Yarra Valley and direct visitors where to go and what to see. This could take
the form of a substantial visitors centre or could be a hospitality and regional produce
outlet (although similar facilities are proposed elsewhere, including at Healesville). The
logical place for such a facility would be on the Maroondah Highway and would require
ample parking and good sightlines. It could be accommodated through redevelopment of
redundant buildings in the Commercial 2 Zone (C2Z).
Commercial accommodation is a further possibility for Coldstream; however, the location
might be considered secondary compared with Yarra Valley towns such as Healesville
and Yarra Glen.
Building on the presence of the existing ballooning company (Go Wild Ballooning),
there may be potential for Coldstream to become the experience centre for the Yarra
Valley; however, again, such centres are more normally found close to accommodation
precincts.
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The existing strength of the Coldstream township is as a service area for the remainder
of the Yarra Valley as well as a small food production centre. The township has rural
and timber supplies as well as enterprises providing hotel supplies, photocopying and
catering, and three firms producing food – beer, preserves and fruit products. There
may be some potential to expand the food offering. For example, the Gateway centre
accommodates both the preserve and fruit product makers as well as a butcher which is
the outlet for local farmers. With some collective promotion, the Gateway could become
a centre for other “hand-made” food producers using local ingredients such as icecream, baked goods, strawberry products etc. With an appropriate café, the Gateway
could become a niche destination for visitors, promoted along with the rest of the Yarra
Valley food trail. There may be potential to reflect the food theme in the urban design of
the Gateway precinct and the shop units through public art, veranda treatments, street
furniture, planting and window displays.
In promoting Coldstream as a visitor destination, as well as improving the amenity
for residents, the design of the streetscape of the Maroondah Highway needs some
attention. In particular a more formal streetscape would add to driver safety and to the
sense of arrival at the Lodge and the adjacent highway services strip. This could include
a service lane and/or improved parking areas (including for buses). Additional traffic
lights allowing a movement between Station Street and Killara Road would improve
driver safety and slow traffic making it easier to access the commercial enterprises in the
area.
Council has been requested to provide a stopping and services point for large recreational
vehicles in the Yarra Valley. Coldstream could provide a location for such facilities,
particularly adjacent to the Lodge shopping centre where users would have access to
retail services.
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Agricultural Development
Economic Analysis

5.1.2

The rural areas surrounding Coldstream are highly productive pastoral and horticultural
areas. However, access to water has been a limiting factor for some horticulturalists.
Several farmers in the district have developed a proposal to establish a pipeline for
recycled water from the Lilydale treatment plant to supply irrigation water. Stage 1 of
the proposal is for a 15km pipeline supplying 20 growers with 1,000 Ml per year. The
proponents suggest that Stage 1 of the scheme would safeguard 400+ existing jobs and
create a further 150 in horticulture and value-adding. Most of the value-adding is likely
to occur on-farm rather than in an urban context, although there may be some effects on
the commercial sector in the Coldstream township as a result of an increase in demand
from local workers and increased potential for small produce outlets.
This kind of potential development further reinforces the need to consider carefully
pressures to increase the urban footprint of Yarra Valley towns.

Figure 11 Agricultural activities occurring immediately outside UGB

Figure 12 View of Green Wedge land outside Coldstream’s Urban Growth Boundary

Yarra Ranges Shire Council
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6 Urban Design Issue and Opportunities
Following the background analysis a range of Urban Design issues and opportunities have
been illustrated and documented which have been illustrated on a series of thematic
maps and briefly expanded upon with associated text.

1.

Opportunity to improve each commercial area to cater for different user groups
(local and tourist) to minimise competition.

2.

Opportunity to establish a tourism focus commercial hub at the Lodge which builds
on its advantageous highway exposure, proximity to the Valley and existing tourist
destinations such as the Brewery and Coombe Cottage. Future tourism- related
initiatives such as an information booth or public toilet facilities, could potentially be
integrated into the Lodge future refurbishment.

3.

Look at opportunities to revitalise the existing shops to cater for the local residents
and help capture escaped local spending in Lilydale and other surrounding areas.

4.

Opportunity to establish a ‘main street’ retail offering at the Gateway and establish
a more inviting urban environment.

5.

Explore ways to activate the shopfront through alternative retail offerings.

6.

Opportunity to improve food and drink offerings in the Gateway and explore using
Halle Supple Reserve.

7.

Explore opportunities to encourage ‘farm gate’ sales or market.

Urban Structure & Town Image
The Lodge and the Gateway
Issues:
The commercial activities in Coldstream are characterised by a fragmented
arrangement, with the Lodge and the Gateway being 400m apart without
complimentary commercial activities in between.
Existing road side retailing exists to the south along Maroondah Highway which offers
more convenient ‘drive-through’ shopping for passers-by, which is not available in the
township.
Pedestrian connectivity between the two commercial hubs is compromised by a large
tract of undeveloped land and a hostile highway environment.
A low number and type of commercial tenancies within each commercial area does
not typically generate high levels of activity to establish a vibrant retail hub.
Both commercial areas exist in isolation, physically disconnected from other activities
and surrounded by dominant car parking in an ‘island’ format.
Where the Lodge benefits from highway exposure, it has not engaged with the public
realm and presents blank walls to all sides.
Where the Gateway has the opportunity to be an active retail strip, it does not enjoy
the Highway exposure given the 100m landscape separation in between.
Two separate commercial areas compete for investment, promotion and capital
works improvements.
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Urban Structure

Opportunities:

Issues:

8.

Consider ways to strengthen the Township’s presence along the Highway through
landscape treatment, or through establishing built forms on the west side of the
Highway.

9.

Consider a well-designed pergola, or shelter structure at the Gateway, or the
Gateway commons which performs as a Township beacon at its front door.

As a gateway into the Yarra Valley, Coldstream’s presentation is largely characterised
by parking area with the rear and sides of buildings facing to Maroondah Highway
with little indication of what is in the centre.
The township extent is limited to the eastern side of Maroondah Highway without
legible entry and exit points along the Highway. There is no unified landscape, or
urban feature along the Highway frontage to distinguish one’s arrival into Coldstream.
While the rock wall feature at the Gateway assists in demarcating the entry point into
the residential township, and was designed to blend into the landscape setting, it
gives no indication of the commercial area within.
The Valley enjoys 2.2 million visitations annually, which Coldstream could benefit
from. Dominant car parking, incoherent landscape features and vacant shops do not
promote a positive image to stop passers-by.
Tourism opportunities associated with nearby wineries and Coombe Cottage
are currently not being maximised primarily because of the visual and physical
disconnection from the Township.
Although the Coldstream Community Centre is a successful attractor in the Township
and provides some after – hours activation within the precinct, it is also disconnected
from the residential and commercial precincts.
Homogenous street networks with little differences in their look and feel results in
over- reliance on way finding for orientation.

10. Consider ideas to establish a unique town identity and branding strategy as a
premise to guide future implementation of public arts, way finding, or marketing
materials relating to Coldstream, in particular, at and around the Lodge and
junction.
11. Consider rationalisation of existing car parking around the Gateway to reduce the
perception of a car dominated environment.

Urban Design Issue and Opportunities
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12. Improve utilisation of the Gateway commons through complementary retailing.
13. Opportunity to improve the presentation and functionality of the Lodge through car
parking rationalisation and landscaping improvement.
14. Opportunity for surrounding wineries and tourist attractions to further expand their
public exposure by setting up a shopfront within Coldstream in a strategic location
to complement other urban design initiatives
15. Consider diversity in streetscape design to clearly distinguish higher order roads
(i.e. Gateway, Lauriston Drive, etc.) from lower order residential streets. A different
lighting specification and landscape features will assist with site orientation.

Yarra Ranges Shire Council
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Figure 13 Urban Structure & Township Image
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Figure 14 The Gateway

Figure 15 The Lodge
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Access & Egress
The Maroondah Highway
Issues:
Speed environment (and posted limit) of 70km/ hour along Maroondah Highway
reduces pedestrian amenity and makes turning in/ out of the Gateway challenging.
As a region with active agricultural and tourism activities, the Valley generates a high
volume of heavy traffic through Coldstream (freight/ small trucks/ tourist buses).
The convoluted arrangement and high speed limit lends to a highly hostile pedestrian
environment and difficult entry points into the highway from perpendicular lower order
roads.
A convoluted arrangement and high speed limit around the ‘dog-leg’ at Killara Road
and Station Street intersection with the Highway deters safe pedestrian crossing and
efficient access to local side roads.
Lack of efficient and safe access into the Highway given bottleneck effects at
Township entry points.
Reliance on motor vehicles and the Highway as the only direct link to Lilydale and
beyond.
Issues with providing safe crossing across the Highway to connect to the potential
future Lilydale to Yarra Glen rail trail.
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Opportunities:
16. Consider factors which may influence drivers’ attitudes and preferences as they
travel along the Highway. While imposing a lower speed limit is not envisaged
by VicRoads at present, other methods including, roadway design and urban
environment play important roles in shaping perceived enforcement. Potential
future alteration to road design and exit/ entry points into Coldstream must be in
accordance to VicRoads’ standards and safety measures.
17. Operational measures can also be effectively used to slow down traffic along
arterial roads. Consider adopting new infrastructure based technologies such as
variable message signs (VMS) which are used to inform drivers of adverse road
and/or weather conditions, or other factors that require increased awareness
in speed reduction. However, an imposing infrastructure such as a VMS may not
be a suitable response at the town’s gateway locations, or in areas where public
realm improvement is warranted.
18. Consider improvement of the Killara Road/ Station Street and Maroondah Highway
junction as a multi – modal intersection catering to diverse users (i.e. cars, freight,
bus, pedestrian, cyclists). Weigh the trade-offs between vehicle level of service,
freight accommodation and pedestrian/ cyclists connectivity and convenience.
19. Where it is not possible to minimise all conflicts, consider alternative ways to
reduce the exposure of pedestrian and cyclists to hostile traffic through landscape
buffer and clearly demarcated pedestrian zones.
20.

Consider ways of facilitating safe pedestrian crossing across the Highway. Where
a signalised pedestrian crossing may not be achievable in the short term, consider
other design solutions such as a median refuge island (of suitable size), installation
of kerb extension to reduce crossing distance, or possible use of different colour
and/ or texture to demarcate pedestrian crossing.

Public Transport

Pedestrian and Cyclist

Issues:

Issues:

Limited access to public transport services with one bus service (route 685) as an
alternative mode of transport to Lilydale and Healesville (via Lilydale Station).

Lack of clear and safe pedestrian/ cyclist paths connecting Coldstream to tourism
destinations in the vicinity (i.e. Coombe Cottage).

Limited commuting opportunity as only 3 out of 22 bus services operate through the
residential estate between 09.50 am to 02.50pm.

The Gateway commons operate like a traffic roundabout which represent a conflict
zone between pedestrian and vehicles. There is no clearly demarcated pedestrian
crossing, or refuge.

Limited access to public transport for the elderlies and mobility impaired residents as
only 50% of the bus services have wheelchair access.
The Gateway bus shelter is isolated away from the commercial area with limited
visibility and lighting. It does not provide for a pleasant or safe environment for
pedestrian and patrons.
The Lodge bus shelter is accommodated within a nature reserve across Killara Road,
with no dedicated safe pedestrian crossing. It does not provide for a pleasant or safe
pedestrian environment due to exposure to Highway traffic and at grade car parking
(to the front of the Brewery).
The Lodge car park is currently being used as an informal weekdays ‘park and ride’ for
workers commuting to Lilydale Station. While the concept of carpooling is supported
to reduce traffic congestion in general, it is not a sustainable long term solution.

Opportunities:
21. Consider more strategic bus stop locations to improve accessibility and sense
of safety. Bus stops which are associated with retail activities will benefit from
passive surveillance.
22. Consider improving access between key destinations and public transport facilities.
Potential relocation of the northern bus stop closer to the Lodge to prevent
commuters from crossing Killara Road.
23. Consider ways to establish a formal ‘park and ride’ scheme between Coldstream
and Lilydale station. Opportunity for a community- run shuttle bus service could
potentially be achieved in collaboration with Council to promote alternative
sustainable modes of transport.

The shortest and direct pedestrian route between the Gateway and the Lodge is
provided on the east side of the Highway. It is not the most conducive pedestrian
environment given lack of activation and exposure to hostile traffic.
Lack of bicycle facilities (i.e. Bike path, or bike racks) within the Township.
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Unknown status of the potential future stabling yard at the old railway station as it is
likely to disrupt the realisation of a successful Lilydale to Yarra Glen rail trail. A safe
crossing is not available across the Highway to connect the town to the future rail
trail (located on the west side of the Highway).

Opportunities:
24. Consider analysing pedestrian movement within the Township to determine
preferred pedestrian route and locations for safe pedestrian crossings. Future
streetscape upgrade and way finding strategy could be implemented along this
preferred route.
25. Future improvement of the Gateway should prioritise pedestrian safety. Consider
relocation of existing car parking to either sides of the retail strip to facilitate
expansion of the pedestrian footpath and connect with the common. Alternatively,
there is also opportunity to establish a proper ‘main street’ through the existing car
park by differentiating the road space from the car park bays.
26. Consider actively promoting active and healthy lifestyle in Coldstream. Facilitate
walking and cycling related initiatives such as providing high quality footpaths and
bike racks at key locations. Installation of bike/ step counter within the centre could
be used to promote alternative travel modes and building a healthy community.

Yarra Ranges Shire Council
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Figure 16 Access & egress
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Figure 17 The Gateway

Figure 18 The Lodge
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Landscape & Public Realm
Landscape Setting
Issues:
Future expansion of Coldstream may pose a threat to its valued landscape and visual
setting. Views to distant hills and agricultural activities are most prominent along
the Highway, Killara Road and from dead – end residential streets terminating at the
eastern boundary of the township.

Issues:
The Gateway common is currently perceived as a large traffic roundabout rather
than a public meeting space. It does not have a clear purpose and its generic street
furnishing does not exhibit a proud arrival into Coldstream.
Limited permeability and activation around existing open space assets (i.e. Halle
Supple and Margaret Lewis Reserves) reduce activation, discourage recreational uses
and after hours/ winter activities.

Lack of high quality landscaping around its front door (the Gateway) and at the
prominent junction (the Lodge). Where existing landscaping exists, it is inconsistent
and has not been successful in establishing a unique character for the township.

Pockets of open space within residential mid-blocks (off Garlepp Street, Wetlen Drive
and Melrose Avenue) are perceived as uninviting left over spaces. Its cul-de-sac
arrangements limit accessibility and visibility from the streets.

Car parking is predominantly hard scaped with minimal landscaping around the edges,
where it presents a movement barrier for pedestrians.

Public toilet facility location is not ideal given it is too far for convenient access
from the playground (100m) and not readily visible from the Gateway. Overgrown
vegetation impedes clear sightlines and natural surveillance to this facility,
inconsistent with Crime Prevention through Environmental Design (CPTED) principles.

Opportunities:
27. Consider establishing urban design guidelines to guide future development should
the town expand in the future. It is critical to ensure that the built environment
does not compromise the landscape setting and maintain visual permeability
beyond the township.
28. Consider ways to establish a sense of arrival into Coldstream through the Highway.
Opportunity to establish a continuous and consistent landscape treatment for a
grandeur boulevard effect to complement the expansive landscape setting on the
west side of Maroondah Highway.
29. There are ways where rationalisation of car parking layout and making it more
‘green’ could remedy the perception of an uninviting space. Installation of public
arts and creative use of street furniture, or material selection are typically used to
instill unique character for a place. Opportunities to turn existing carpark at the
Lodge, or the Gateway into a future green car ‘park’.
30. To establish an inviting space at the Gateway commons for the community as it
does not offer a sense of enclosure or shelter. It does not have a clear purpose and
its generic street furniture does not exhibit an inviting community space.
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A dominant car park is occupying the prime central location at the heart of the
community/ education precinct. Outdoor activities (i.e. playground) and pedestrian
spaces are pushed around the edges, disconnected from each other.
Coldstream is a different place after dark. The night image of Coldstream is not
cohesive and familiar. Important nodes, paths and markers are not readily visible and
recognisable.

Opportunities:
31. Consider ways to improve the appearance of the Gateway commons. Potential
future community gathering space could be accommodated here, which take into
consideration establishing a better sense of enclosure, or shelter. Most importantly,
the ‘front door’ into Coldstream should be designed to instil community pride,
which serves a clear purpose.

38. Consider ways to utilise lightings to assist with after-hours visibility, and orientation.
Consider opportunities for feature lightings to be located within the Gateway
commons, which provide an ideal foreground to facilitate good visibility into the
town centre and signifying its location as the gateway.

32. Consider ways to improve the interface condition around Halle Supple Reserve.
Opportunity for natural surveillance could be generated by shop-top
accommodation at the Gateway to increase after- hours activation. A critical mass
is required at the centre of town to institute a more vibrant environment.
33. Consider creative ways to link existing open space assets with other uses. For
example, interpretive play space could link the existing playground, the Halle Supple
Reserve, the future skate park and the Gateway shops as one integrated precinct.
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34. Consider alternative location, or refurbishment of the existing toilet block facility.
There is opportunity to integrate the toilet block facility with the retail strip for
borrowed surveillance while maintaining clear physical and visual links to the
playground and Halle Supple Reserve.
35. Explore possible ideas to address the wire fencing arrangement around Halle
Supple Reserve to be more visually inviting with potential integrated seating around
the edges.

Figure 19

Existing entry feature to Coldstream Township

36. Pockets of open spaces provide more intimate scaled public space opportunities.
Where through pedestrian connection may not be achievable, consider other
ways to improve its residential edge conditions. There is a possibility to encourage
lower fencings for residential properties with direct abuttal to the open space for
natural surveillance and to foster a sense of ownership for the public space.
37. Consider ways to better utilise outdoor spaces available around the community/
education precinct. An outdoor performance space or gathering space could be
provided adjacent to the Community Centre to facilitate outdoor activities and
events. Rationalisation of the car parking could potentially free up the central heart
of this precinct to accommodate a high quality, well-designed public square.
Figure 20

Playground at Community Centre
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Figure 21 Landscape & public realm
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Figure 22 The Gateway
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7 Urban Growth: Arguments for &
Against
Based on the range of background analysis undertaken to date, a range of arguments
for and against the urban expansion of Coldstream have been raised. These are broadly
summarised below.

7.1

Arguments for Growth

The following is a high level summary of the arguments raised for potentially allowing the
township of Coldstream to grow:
An increased population would have a positive economic impact by increasing
localised spending which would improve the commercial functioning of the existing
shops in Coldstream.
Growth scenario 4 would generate sufficient demand for a full-line supermarket,
which would be of benefit to the local Coldstream community.
An increased population would result in a greater utilisation of existing community
facilities such as the primary school, kindergarten, childcare centre, maternal child
health centre and recreational/ open space facilities.
An ability to increase the population under all scenarios has the potential to provide
a greater diversity in housing types within Coldstream, provided this is appropriately
planned for through the Structure Plan.
If major residential expansion of Coldstream is not deemed appropriate, some
additional residential development at the edges and the township could assist in
‘finishing off’ the town and improving its overall address and positive prominence at
the gateway to the Yarra Valley.

7.2

Arguments against Growth

The following is a high level summary of the arguments raised against potentially allowing
the township of Coldstream to grow:
There is a strong policy position within the Yarra Ranges Planning Scheme to contain
future growth and development within existing urban settlement boundaries in order
to protect surrounding Green Wedge land for a range of rural based activities.
The rural areas surrounding Coldstream are productive pastoral and horticultural
areas, however, access to water has been a limiting factor for some horticulturalists.
There is potential for this to be addressed through a current proposal for a recycled
water pipeline, which would further elevate the future value of surrounding
agricultural land.
The potential for a recycled water further reinforces the need to consider carefully
pressures to increase the urban footprint of Yarra Valley towns.
The Yarra Ranges Housing Strategy (Housing Strategy) does not designate
Coldstream as a location vest to accommodate growth, rather designated Coldstream
as a ‘Least Change Precinct’.
The Housing Strategy outlined a framework to manage residential growth, which
conservatively estimated that an additional 10,065 dwellings can be provided in the
Shire over the next 20 years, which will accommodate the Shire’s housing needs.
Noting this 20 year land supply, there is no strategic justification at a municipal level
for Coldstream to grow.
The Housing Strategy did not factor in the additional land supply to be accommodated
as part of the Lilydale Cave Hill Quarry redevelopment. This development could add
between 4-10 years of additional land supply, which is in addition to the 20 years land
supply nominated within the Housing Strategy, thus further reducing the strategic
justification for Coldstream to grow.
From initial consultation undertaken with a range of stakeholders (both Council
Department and State Government Agencies – further detailed in Appendix 3), the
potential growth of Coldstream, to an even level of 200%, would not result in any new
community infrastructure or facilities, rather existing facilities would be augmented
and upgraded to meet demand.
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Urban Growth

The close proximity of Lilydale and its associated designation as a Major Activity
Centre will continue to be a major influence, where many social, community and
economic needs of Coldstream will continue to be provided within Lilydale.
Any potential modification to the UGB would require a Planning Scheme Amendment,
ministerial support and an Act of Parliament. As such. any consideration of moving
the UGB is likely to be a complex and difficult process, and would require extremely
strong strategic justification to be facilitated.

7.3

Potential Growth: Coldstream Structure Plan

Through the consultation process on this Issues and Opportunities Report, it is important
to determine the wider views of the wider Coldstream community if the residential
expansion of the township is sought to be pursued through the Coldstream Structure
Plan. Should an aspiration for the residential expansion of Coldstream be confirmed by
the wider community, the potential growth scenario will also need to be established.
Accordingly, during the preparation of a draft Structure Plan, potentially suitable land to
accommodate such growth would need to be analysed, including an analysis of barriers
or constraints to growth. Likely matters to inform such an analysis is illustrated in figure
7.

Figure 23 View of the gateway retail hub and public car park

Figure 24 Existing rear interface conditions at Gateway Retail hub facing reserve
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Policy Context
Upper Yarra Valley & Dandenong Ranges Regional Strategy Plan
The township of Coldstream is part of the Upper Yarra Valley and Dandenong Ranges
Regional Planning Authority area, which was established in the 1980s to stop urban
expansion towards the Dandenong Ranges and into the Upper Yarra Valley.
The actioning document is Upper Yarra Valley and Dandenong Ranges Regional Strategy
Plan (RSP), which put in place stringent regional planning policies to stop urban
expansion within the nominated area. This policy is still in place today, and has been
extremely effective in preventing urban expansion within its designated area. Key aims
of the document include:
Contain urban development to a level compatible with conservation of the Region's
rich environmental features and with its high standards of amenity.
Define, in a positive manner, boundaries and principles upon which containment is
to be handled, including specific policies, which deal with the transition between the
Region and metropolitan Melbourne.
Establish policies to promote a sustainable community in economic, social and
environmental terms.
Ensure that rural land in the Region is protected and maintained for agricultural and
rural activities and rural landscapes are protected and maintained.
Achieve a balance between the protection of natural environmental values and
amenity, while developing a comprehensive economic and social infrastructure to
adequately meet the current and future needs of residents and visitors.
An important issue for consideration is the Planning Minster is prohibited from approving
any amendment that is inconsistent with the RSP (i.e. Section 46F of the Planning and
Environment Act 1987). As the RSP is a functional strategic document, which has not
been formally reviewed since its implementation, the current project will consider the
ongoing implications of the RSP for Coldstream and issues and strategic considerations
associated with its review.
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Based on the controls implemented by the RSP, any potential expansion of the UGB
of Coldstream would require a specific Planning Scheme Amendment in addition to
requiring an amendment to the RSP. Furthermore, the following considerations are critical
to the potential facilitation of a rezoning / amendment:
Neither the Local Council nor the Minister can rezone land if such an amendment is
inconsistent with the RSP.
The Planning Minister may amend the RSP, but an Act of Parliament is required.
The Planning Minister's support of the amendment is essential, noting that Council
support would assist in gaining the Planning Minister's support.
Any amendment must be assessed against the Strategic Assessment Guidelines,
noting that there must be strong strategic justification for an amendment to be
approved.

State Planning Policy Framework

Clause 15.01: Urban environment

Provisions of the current State Planning Policy Framework are relevant to decision making
within the Coldstream Township.

This clause relates primarily to ‘urban design’ matters and seeks to “create urban
environments that are safe, functional and provide good quality environments with
a sense of place and cultural identity.” To this end a series of principles are set
out which should guide development. Of key importance is the responsiveness of
proposal and planning to the particular location and site context of an area.

Clause 11.02: Urban growth

This clause seeks to ensure that a sufficient supply of land is available for urban
growth (15 years at a municipal level) and that this growth is provided in a
sustainable manner. It encourages the intensification of existing urban and suburban
areas and the locating of housing close to services and facilities to achieve an
improved level of environmental and social sustainability. In order to achieve this,
the clause also contains directions outlining the requirements for preparing Structure
Plans for Activity Centres and growth areas.
Clause 11.03: Open space

Clause 11.03 sets out strategic directions relating to the provision and protection of
open space. It also addresses issues around how these spaces should be managed.
Clause 11.04-7: Green Wedges

Clause 11.04-7 introduces strategic directions relating to Green Wedge areas,
including an objective: “To protect the green wedges of Metropolitan Melbourne from
inappropriate development”.
This clause sets out a range of strategies which seek to manage, promote and
protect Green Wedge areas and to support of development that provides for
environmental, economic and social benefits.
Of particular relevance to Coldstream is the strategy which seeks to: “Consolidate
new residential development within existing settlements and in locations where
planned services are available and Green Wedge area values can be protected”.
Broader strategies also relate to the protection of important productive agricultural
areas and areas of environmental, landscape and scenic value such the Yarra Valley.
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The clause encourages the protection and enhancement of the public realm, including
main pedestrian spaces, streets, squares, parks and walkways, and the protection
and enhancement of key landmarks and vistas, which within the study area would
major civic buildings and consistent streetscape view lines.
The clause also seeks for the design of building interfaces and public spaces to
enhance the visual and social experience of the user and for new development to
respect, but not simply copy, historic precedents and create a worthy legacy for
future generations.
Architectural and Landscape Architectural quality or merit is also upheld as an
important factor in new interventions in existing urban areas. In addition, design of
places and spaces to ensure and support community safety (both real and perceived)
and the protection of ‘neighbourhood character’ are also introduced as objectives in
this Clause.
Clause 15.02: Sustainable development

The broad aim of Clause 15.02 is to seek energy efficiency and the minimisation
of greenhouse gas emissions through building and subdivision design, urban
consolidation and the encouragement of public transport.

Yarra Ranges Shire Council
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Clause 16.01: Residential development

Clause 19.03: Development infrastructure

Clause 16.01 seeks to ensure an appropriate mix of appropriate, affordable and
diverse housing typologies in residential development. It also directs that new
development should be provided in a way that facilitates integrated development,
both in relation to infrastructure but also access to services and transport corridors.
The clause pursues both consolidation of housing in or near to Activity Centres or on
‘key strategic redevelopment sites’ but also to provide different types of housing to
respond to the needs of different segments of the community.

Clause 19.03 suggests that ‘Development Contribution Plans’ be prepared and
implemented to ensure that monies can be collected to provide for appropriate
infrastructure. The clause also seeks to ensure that sewerage, water and drainage
infrastructure is provided in a way that is sustainable and meets the needs of the
community. Water Sensitive Urban Design is also encouraged as a method of dealing
with impacts of stormwater runoff from existing and new development.

Clause 17.01: Commercial

Clause 17.01 seeks to encourage development which meets particular community’s
needs for retail, entertainment, services and employment within locations that are
accessible by sustainable transport modes or otherwise clustered for efficient access.
Activity Centres are nominated as the primary location for the concentration of
commercial and business activity.

Clause 53.01 and its associated Schedule provide the necessary expression of the
Upper Yarra Valley and Dandenong Ranges Regional Strategy Plan within the Yarra
Ranges Planning Scheme. Its key purpose is to facilitate consistency between
the Yarra Ranges Planning Scheme and the Upper Yarra Valley and Dandenong
Ranges Regional Strategy Plan in accordance with Section 46F of the Planning and
Environment Act 1987.

Clause 18.01: Integrated Transport

Clause 57: Metropolitan Green Wedge Land

Clause 18.01 aims to develop land use patterns which are appropriately integrated
with the provision of public transport. In addition, the co-ordination of different modes
of transport and consolidation around areas with good access to public transport is
encouraged.

Clause 57 is of particular relevance, noting that the land surrounding the urban area
of Coldstream is within the Green Wedge Zone (GWZ). The purposes of this clause
which are relevant to the context of the Coldstream Structure Plan are:

Clause 18.02: Movement networks

Clause 18.02 aims to increase access and improve attractiveness of both cycling and
walking, as well as other sustainable forms of transport. This clause also addresses
the need for the provision of carefully considered and appropriate car parking.
Clause 19.02: Community infrastructure

Clause 19.02 outlines the overarching principles that should guide the planning of
community infrastructure including the location and planning of hospitals, education
facilities etc. and seeks to ensure the distribution of this infrastructure occurs in an
equitable manner.
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Clause 53.01: Upper Yarra Valley and Dandenong Ranges Region Provision

To protect metropolitan Green Wedge land from uses and development that
would diminish its agricultural, environmental, cultural heritage, conservation,
landscape natural resource or recreation values.
To protect productive agricultural land from incompatible uses and
development.
To ensure that the scale of use is compatible with the non-urban character of
metropolitan green wedge land.
To encourage the location of urban activities in urban areas.
Clause 57 is particularly relevant to Coldstream as it highlights the planning policy tension
between Green Wedge policies which seek the consolidation of urban development
within existing settlements, and the broader community desire to allow the town to
expand and grow outwards beyond its existing boundary.

Local Planning Policy Framework

Clause 21.04: Land use

The following Clauses of the Yarra Ranges Planning Scheme are considered to be of
relevance to the planning of Coldstream Township. The existing Municipal Strategic
Statement (“MSS”) identifies that there be no significant increase in the total provision
for residential development in the Yarra Valley and the southern foothills.

This Clause outlines specific controls to land uses to ensure land uses reflect the
diversity of the Shire. Objective 1 of Clause 21.04-1- Residential land uses, seeks to
guide residential development in sustainable locations, which meet the needs of the
community and are not subject to physical or environmental constraints.

The MSS outlines policies to support urban containment in addition to conservation
protection. The MSS further highlights settlement diversity within the Municipality,
distinguishing the Metropolitan Areas, the Foothills Area, the Rural Townships and Rural
Living & Green Wedge areas.

Coldstream is nominated to be within a ‘Least Change Area’, which has resulted in
the application of the Neighbourhood Residential Zone (NRZ) for all residential land
within the UGB. This change area seeks to maintain the existing low-density single
dwelling residential character of the area as well as discourage additional residential
development that will impact on environmental and landscape values.

The MSS identified the current population estimate at 145,000 with 70% of the
population live in the urban areas, which make up 3% of Yarra Ranges’ land area. The
Shire and in particular the Yarra Valley is also identified as a premier international tourist
destination with over 2.2 million tourists vising the area each year.
The following provisions of the current Local Planning Policy Framework are relevant to
decision making within the Coldstream Township.
Clause 21.03: Vision

This Clause highlights a vision for the future of the Yarra Ranges and contains
some relevant commentary on Green Wedge areas by highlighting that objectives
and strategies within the Local Planning Policy Framework and the MSS express
Council’s preference for directing use and development to the most appropriate and
sustainable locations. Of particular relevant is the following statement: “Residential
uses in the rural areas often impose undesirable constraints on farming operations,
due to concerns about the use of potentially noisy equipment, chemical sprays, bird
deterrents and the like. Residential development also increases rural land prices
which can affect farm viability”.
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Objective 4 relates to the provision of appropriate residential uses within Green
Wedge Residential land, which reinforce the rural and landscape character of
the area. This includes maintaining the existing low density nature of residential
development and ensuring the siting of residential development avoids potential
conflict with ongoing farming operations.
Objective 1 of Clause 21.04-2- Commercial Land Uses, seeks to encourage business
development, tourism and agricultural industries which recognise and reinforce the
rural character and natural assets of the Shire. Relevant objectives include:
Objective 2 seeks to provide for the trailing of bulky goods and other service
industrial uses in appropriate locations within established centres. This includes
locating these uses with prominent visual exposure to main arterial roads on the
fringe of commercial centres.
Objective 3 seeks to facilitate local employment opportunities within small
townships throughout the Shire and the establishment of businesses which have
little impact on local amenity or the environment and which provide employment
and business opportunities for residents of small townships.
Objective 4 and 5 seek to facilitate the development of appropriate tourism
opportunities especially those that integrate with the agricultural and
environmental attributes of the Shire and specifically highlights Coldstream as an
area to implement tourist accommodation.

Yarra Ranges Shire Council
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Clause 21.04-3 relates to Agriculture within the Shire, including the need to plan for
rural and Green Wedge areas of the Shire to respond to urban interface issues and
ongoing technological change in agriculture. Relevant objectives include:
Objective 1 seeks to maintain and strengthen the agricultural role of the Shire.
This includes retaining non-urban land for agricultural activities and preventing
further fragmentation of rural land and retaining broadacre grazing as the
predominant land use within GWZ4 to GWZ6 whilst proving opportunities for
agricultural activities such as wine production.
Clause 21.04-4 seeks to retain Industrial land within the Shire and find opportunities
for additional industrial development. This includes accommodating a range
of industrial land uses to meet local service needs and to create employment
opportunities.
Clause 21.05: Settlement

Clause 21.05 seeks to identify and enhance the role of the Shires Activity Centres,
including those serving towns and smaller settlements in the rural and Green Wedge
areas. Relevant Objectives include:
Objective 1 seeks to establish sustainable and attractive townships which cans
support a range of residential, commercial, retail, community and recreational
facilities and services. This includes encouraging activities, which reinforce the
character of each centre while catering for local and visitor needs as well as
encouraging small businesses within local communities.
Objective 3 recognises specific sites on the fringe of established centres that offer
opportunities to accommodate a range of commercial and residential uses. This
includes ensuring land within any Mixed Use Zone (MUZ) is effectively integrated
with any adjoining commercial centre.
Objective 4 seeks to maintain and enhance the rural setting and compact form of
rural townships which should be contained within their defined UGB, commercial
uses should be restricted from main roads or tourist routes to ensure that
productive agricultural land, and environmental values are protected.
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Clause 21.06: Built form – objectives, strategies and implementation

This Clause seeks to maintain towns, villages and rural areas of valued visual identity.
The relevant objectives include:
Objective 1 seeks to promote proper siting and good design of new
development which responds to the characteristics of the site and its
surrounding context.
Objective 2 ensures the provision of well-designed and integrated commercial
centres that provide a range of facilities as well as attractive and safe streets.
Objective 3 seeks to encourage well-designed industrial development and to
provide appropriate levels of visual amenity through landscaping and controlled
advertising, particularly along tourist routes.
Objective 4 ensures town centres are attractive, safe and functional for
pedestrians through the implementation of efficient open spaces and
footpaths.
Objective 7 seeks to protect the distinctive characteristics and environmental
features of the residential areas throughout the Yarra Ranges.
Objective 8 – Gateways to Rural Townships seeks to upgrade the character
and appearance of major arterial road “gateways” to rural townships and
commercial centres.
Clause 21.07: Landscape – objectives, strategies and implementation

This Clause relates to the protection and enhancement of the rural areas of the Shire,
which comprise of a variety of visually attractive landscape values. These landscape
values include open valleys, rolling foothills, steep forested land and majestic
mountain ranges. This policy seeks to ensure commercial and non-agricultural
activities are restricted within these highly sensitive areas and to prevent further
fragmentation of Green Wedge landholdings. It also seeks to maintain the distinct
rural Green Wedge and agricultural character of areas between townships in order to
retain well defined and compact townships throughout the Shire.
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Clause 21.08: Subdivision – objectives, strategies and implementation

This Clause encourages the provision of a range of lot sizes in appropriate residential
locations to meet the needs of a diverse range of household types. Inappropriate
subdivision of rural Green Wedge land is also discouraged to ensure that productive
agricultural uses and key landscape values are maintained.
Clause 21.11: Community infrastructure – objectives, strategies and
implementation

This Clause seeks to encourage the provision of community services in convenient
locations to meet the needs of urban and rural communities. This also includes the
consolidation of facilities within established centres where access to other facilities is
available, such as retail services and public transport.
Clause 22.01: Discretionary uses

This Clause seeks to provide limited and controlled opportunities for non-residential
uses that meet the needs of the local residential community and protect the amenity
of the area. These uses should be of an appropriate scale that will not detract from
the environmental features of the residential neighbourhood. These uses must be
compatible with the surrounding neighbourhood with regards to scale and design, and
not lead to the transformation of a residential area.

Yarra Ranges Shire Council
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Non-Statutory based restrictive covenants
Beyond the influence of the State and Local Planning Policy Frameworks, the existence of
restrictive covenants over a large proportion of allotments within the urban settlement of
Coldstream has specific implications for potential development.
Restrictive covenants are a form of private development controls which apply to specific
land titles usually on a residential estate basis, where other owners within the estate
derive benefit from the control. The most common types of restrictive convents stipulate
matters such as: only allowing 1 dwelling per allotment, preventing certain types of land
use and activity; and stipulating certain design requirements (i.e. setbacks) or building
materials.
From publically available information two restrictive covenants exist within Coldstream,
including:
Single dwelling covenant (which applies to approximately 60% of the Coldstream’s
urban allotments);
Residential use only covenant (which applies to approximately 30% of Coldstream’s
urban allotments).
According to the unverified information on the existing covenant controls within the
existing urban areas of Coldstream, their locations are shown on figure 25. It should be
noted that the locations of the covenants is based on publically available information
which has not been checked or verified for accuracy by Council and should not be
specifically relied upon without individuals taking steps to check and verify such
information themselves.
The existence of these covenants has a particular impact on Coldstream, which is
separate and in addition to other exiting Planning Scheme based controls such as the
Neighbourhood Residential Zone (NRZ) which includes a limitation of 1 dwelling per
allotment, and the Design and Development Overlay (DDO5) which requires a minimum
of 1,000m2 per allotment.
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Noting that the single dwelling covenant applies to approximately 60% of allotments,
even if Design and Development Overlay (DDO5) were removed, such allotments
could not accommodate any form of development other than a single dwelling
without the covenant’s being removed. For consideration the potential removal of a
restrictive covenant is notoriously difficult and in the instance unlikely to succeed, as all
beneficences to the restrictive covenant have to agree to its removal.
Therefore should the current Structure Plan consider any option to increase existing
residential densities through the redevelopment of existing allotments for more than 1
dwelling, this would only be a possibility for the approximately 40% of Coldstream’s urban
allotments which are not subject to the single dwelling covenant, and only then if Design
and Development Overlay (DDO5) were also removed.

legend (inset)
urban growth boundary
killara road

single dwelling covenants

station street
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Planning controls
Zoning
The Neighbourhood Residential Zone (NRZ) is applied to all residential land within
Coldstream’s UGB.

To encourage commercial areas for offices, appropriate manufacturing and industries,
bulky goods retailing, other retail uses, and associated business and commercial
services.

The key purpose of the zone is:

To ensure that uses do not affect the safety and amenity of adjacent, more sensitive
uses.

To recognise areas of predominantly single and double storey residential
development;
To limit opportunities for increased residential development;
To manage and ensure that development respects the identified neighbourhood
character, heritage, environmental or landscape characteristics;
To implement neighbourhood character policy and adopted neighbourhood character
guidelines; and
To allow educational, recreational, religious, community and a limited range of other
non-residential uses to serve local community needs in appropriate locations.
Schedule 3 to the NRZ applies to the ‘Least Change Areas Foothills and Rural Townships’.
Under the Schedule, a permit is required for the construction or extension of one dwelling
on a lot if the lot is 500m2 or less. The number of dwellings on a lot must not exceed one
and the maximum building height requirement is 8m.
The Commercial 1 Zone (C1Z) is applied to the Lodge and The Gateway Activity Centres.
The purpose of the C1Z is:
To create vibrant mixed use commercial centres for retail, office, business,
entertainment and community uses; and
To provide for residential uses at densities complementary to the role and scale of the
commercial centre.
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The Commercial 2 Zone (C2Z) is applied to commercial land at the north of Coldstream’s
UGB to the west of the Maroondah Highway. The purpose of the zone is:

Yarra Ranges Shire Council

The Mixed Use Zone (MUZ) is applied to vacant land surrounding the Lodge retail hub.
The purpose of The Zone is:
To provide for a range of residential, commercial, industrial and other uses which
complement the mixed-use function of the locality;
To provide for housing at higher densities;
To encourage development that responds to the existing or preferred neighbourhood
character of the area; and
To facilitate the use, development and redevelopment of land in accordance with the
objectives specified in a schedule to this zone.
The Public Park and Recreation Zone (PPRZ) applies to Margaret Lewis Reserve to the
south-west of the UGB and Halle Supple Reserve within the centre of the township. The
purpose of the zone is:
To recognise areas for public recreation and open space.
To protect and conserve areas of significance where appropriate.
To provide for commercial uses where appropriate.
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Schedule 2 of the Public Use Zone (PUZ2) is applied to land at the south-east corner of
the township. This land contains Coldstream Primary School, Preschool and Maternal and
Child Health Centre. Schedule 6 of the Public Use Zone (PUZ6) refers to all land owned
and managed by The Shire. This zone applies to the Gateway retail hub carpark and the
Coldstream Community Centre. The purpose of the Public Use Zone (PUZ) is:
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To protect, conserve and enhance the cultural heritage significance and the character
of open rural and scenic non-urban landscapes.
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Overlays
The Design and Development Overlay (DDO) applies to all land within Coldstream’s UGB.
The following Design and Development Overlay Schedules are relevant to Coldstream:

The main influence of DDO13 is to provide general guidance for the design and layout of
any future development (building design, carparks landscaping etc.) proposal on affected
land, including a preferred, but not mandatory maximum height of two storeys/ 7.5
metres.

Design and Development Overlay (DDO5) - Least Change Areas

Design and Development Overlay (DDO17) – Mixed Use Area

Applies to all residential land within the UGB. The relevant objectives include:
To protect the special features and unique character of these areas from
increased dwellings;
To ensure development is at a scale consistent with the unique character of
the foothills and rural townships and enhances neighbourhood character as
defined in the associated Significant Landscape Overlay;
The key impact and influence of DDO5 over development within Coldstream is that
it limits the subdivision of land to a minimum of 1,000m2, or a density of 1 dwelling
per 1,000m2 if two of more dwellings occur on a block. The practical implication for
Coldstream is that it prevents further infill development of subdivision as the majority
of residential lots are well below the theoretical minimum of 2,000m2 to allow a two lot
subdivision.
Design and Development Overlay (DDO13) – Town Centres

This overlay applies to Commercial Zoned land located to the north of the township. The
relevant objectives include:
To create a distinctive identity for the town centre that reflects its established built
form and streetscape characteristics;
To reinforce the main street as the focus of business and pedestrian activity;
To maintain views to nearby trees and other rural features as a dominant
characteristic of the town centre;
To protect and enhance the amenity of residential and public places within and
adjoining the town centre; and
To provide safe and convenient on site car parking that has a minimal visual impact on
public places.
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This overlay applies to the Mixed Use Zone (MUZ) at the north of the Coldstream
Township. The relevant objectives include:
To contribute to a distinctive identity for the town centre that reflects its established
built form and streetscape characteristics;
To increase residential density and to provide for a range of housing types;
To reinforce the main street as the focus of business and pedestrian activity;
To protect and enhance the amenity of residential and public places within and
adjoining the town centre;
To provide safe and convenient on site car parking that has a minimal visual impact on
public places; and
To maintain views to nearby trees and the rural hinterland as a dominant feature of
the town centre.
The main influence of DDO13 is to provide general guidance for the design and layout of
any future development (building design, carparks, landscaping etc.) proposal on affected
land, including a preferred, but not mandatory maximum height of two storeys/ 7.5
metres.
The Significant Landscape Overlay (SLO22) applies to all residential land within
Coldstream’s UGB.
The purpose of SLO22 is to preserve and enhance the special features and character of
the region, including foothills and rural townships. which is in line with Clause 14.01-2
and the RSP.
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To ensure site cover maintains the ambience and sense of spaciousness;
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To ensure that the health of existing trees is not jeopardised by new development;

Refer to figure 27 for an overlay map of the Coldstream township.
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Heritage Overlay (HO67) applies to the ‘Coombe Cottage’ located on the Melba Highway
to the north of the Coldstream Township.
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The main influence of SLO022 is to provide general guidance for the development,
relating to building design, fencing, vegetation removal and building design, noting that a
Planning Permit is triggered for buildings over 7.5 metres.
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The relevant objectives include:

To maintain an absence of front fences and informal rural character with either open
style front fencing or an absence of front fencing; and
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The specific statement of SLO022 relating to Coldstream highlights it is: “A small
settlement, Coldstream is a pocket of suburban style dwellings surrounded by a broad
rural agricultural area. Developed over a 40 year period, scattered large exotic and native
trees provide canopy, and a sense of connection to the landscape of the surrounding
Yarra Valley.”
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Yarra Ranges Strategic Documents
The following Yarra Ranges Council Strategic Documents have relevance to the
Coldstream Structure Plan in varying degrees. Each document is briefly summarised
below.

Recreation and Open Space Strategy 2014
The Recreation and Open Space Strategy (ROSS) was undertaken and completed by
Yarra Ranges in 2014. The overall ROSS includes four parts, as follows:
Policy
Strategic Framework
Strategy Action Sheets
Implementation Plan
With the Strategic Framework section of the ROSS, it divides the Yarra Ranges
Municipality into 13 Precincts, with Coldstream being within Precinct B, relating to the
townships of Gruyer, Coldstream and Yering.
The Strategy Action Sheet for Precinct B: Gruyer, Coldstream and Yering, makes a number
of statements specific to the township of Coldstream, including:

Open space description
The areas of Gruyere, Coldstream and Yering are mostly rural, with a residential area
in the township of Coldstream.
Major open spaces include the Yarra River, the nature conservation reserves of
Warramate Nature Conservation Reserve and Spadoni’s Nature Reserve, sports
reserves of Halley Supple Reserve, Margaret Lewis Reserve.
Unique recreation opportunities include Coombe Cottage (estate of Dame Nellie
Melba) and the Melbourne Gun Club.
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There is more than 706ha of open space in the precinct. Council owns and manages
58ha of land that are mainly recreation reserves in the local townships. Parks
Victoria manages 221ha of nature conservation areas including Warramate Nature
Conservation Reserve.
Halley Supple Reserve provides a district sport and social recreation facility in addition
to social recreation facilities with play space and picnic areas. The reserve has hosted
senior and junior competition and includes a main oval, cricket nets, tennis courts and
play space.
Margaret Lewis Reserve is a local nature park which also accommodates sport and
social recreation facility used for cricket, preseason football training, school use and
walking trails.
Local social recreation parks are located off Welten Drive, Melrose Avenue and
Garlepp Street.
A Lilydale to Yarra Glen Rail Trail is proposed along the old railway reserve. The trail
offers tourism and recreation benefits, complementing the Lilydale to Warburton Rail
Trail and connecting the Yarra Valley wine district to Lilydale via bike. The trail would
function also as a shared path to allow alternate pedestrian access from Coldstream
back to Lilydale.

Population growth
The combined residential population of Gruyere, Coldstream and Yering is 3,195
people, based on the 2011 Census data, which is 2% of the total population of Yarra
Ranges.
The population has been relatively stable since the early 1990s. Some new dwellings
have been added, but there has been a decline in average household size.
The precinct supports families and is experiencing an ageing population.
Council expects a demand for mainstream participation sports, a diversity of open
spaces including social recreation parks, and accessible recreation.
Coldstream is identified as an area of least change to residential development density.

A Coldstream Township Plan was prepared in 2002. The plan supported the
development of a continuous linear parkland link through streets and parks connecting
the residential area to open spaces. In addition, the plan emphasises the need for
upgrading the image and function of the Margaret Lewis Reserve with active play
facilities and paths.

Open Space Analysis
There is an adequate level of open space in Coldstream and Yering precinct to cater
for existing demand. Open space is presented as a range of sporting reserves, nature
conservation parks and community parks offering social recreation and relaxation
opportunities.
Being predominantly a rural area, centrally located open spaces that are flexible
and offer diversity in recreation opportunities is encouraged. This principle is applied
in Coldstream, with sports facilities and social recreation parks located central
to communities and with the size and functionality to offer a range of recreation
opportunities to the community.
Coldstream is the main population centre in this precinct. It is well catered for with
local social recreation parks and two sporting reserves which are within a reasonable
walking distance of residential properties.
The Margaret Lewis Reserve provides well for local sporting and casual recreation
activities, while Halley Supple Reserve provides a district sports reserve for the
precinct.

Open space issues and opportunities
There is a need to improve the quality of existing open space in the precinct to
provide diverse recreation for residents.
An increasing level of junior and senior participation is putting the Halley Supple
Reserve under great pressure. The playing surface has suffered dramatically from
overuse. Additional drainage was installed following an upgrade to the facility.
The Margaret Lewis Reserve needs lights to provide an alternate training ground. This
would reduce the pressure on Halley Supple Reserve.

The Coldstream Tennis Club has a declining membership. Maintaining its four courts is
becoming a challenge.
Installing lighting at Margaret Lewis Reserve will increase the capacity of this venue
in the winter season.
The continued renovation of Halley Supple Reserve including: possible conversion
of two tennis courts to multipurpose tennis/netball courts to encourage netball
competition in the future; and, redeveloping the cricket nets.
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Partnerships with local sports clubs and schools may be available to manage the use
of existing sports facilities and promote the connection of young people to local sport
and recreation.
Partnerships with Parks Victoria and other open space managers may be fostered to
encourage more nature-based tourism in the precinct.

Precinct B Actions
Improve cricket facilities and provide for netball at Halley Supple Reserve.
Develop Margaret Lewis Reserve as a training venue and seek the formalisation of a
joint use agreement with the Department of Education and school.
Implementing the Hike and Bike Strategy including: walking paths to link open spaces
and shops to residential area; sealing of road shoulders for improved safety and
access.
Local social recreation places: improvement of quality and diversity of recreation
opportunities.
Sports clubs and schools: exploration of partnerships to manage the use of existing
sports facilities and promote the connection of young people to local sport and
recreation.
Parks Victoria and other open space managers: exploration of partnerships to
encourage more nature-based tourism in the precinct.
Further consultation was undertaken with Yarra Ranges Recreation Department to
determine whether any potential or theoretical growth in the population of Coldstream
would impact upon recommendations font this Strategy outlined above. The findings of
this consultation are documented within Appendix 3.
Yarra Ranges Shire Council
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Lilydale Community Infrastructure Assessment, 2013
This Report was conducted and completed on behalf of Yarra Ranges Council in 2013
by ASR Research, with its context being focused on the broader urban area comprising
Lilydale, Chirnside Park, Mooroolbark and Mt Evelyn. Although the report does not
specifically address the township of Coldstream, given the proximity of Coldstream to
Lilydale, its conclusions and recommendations can be broadly influential to the current
Structure Plan. The summary of key findings which are broadly relevant to the context of
the Coldstream Structure Plan includes:

There are 12 long day childcare centres in the Study Area offering approx. 730 places.
11 are privately owned and 1 is on Council land, noting t centres have some spare
capacity.

Preschool

There are 4 occasional childcare centres in the Study Area offering 113 places.
Population growth in the Study Area will generate demand for 16 to 27 more places
by 2031, where existing providers should have the capacity to meet this demand.

12 of the 13 Council owned preschool centres in the Study Area are considered
to be in reasonable to good condition. The Lilydale centre is ageing and requires
refurbishment.
The Council owned preschools have spare operational capacity, given the current
enrolments of around 100.
Population increase in the Study Area will generate demand for an additional 80 to
130 four year old preschool places - The existing preschool programs (Council and
non-Council) and the new room at Chirnside Park will be able to meet part of this
demand but extra capacity will be needed.

Maternal & Child Health Centres
The Chirnside Park and Mooroolbark M&CH centres are operating at capacity. Lilydale
and Mt Evelyn have some spare capacity, but the Lilydale centre is dated and requires
refurbishment and the Mooroolbark centre (the Terrace) is poorly functional.
Population growth in the Study Area will generate demand for 13 to 23 more sessions
by 2031 – the equivalent of 1.3 to 2.3 consulting rooms.
Council’s preferred facility model for the M&CH service are facilities to be located in
integrated children’s services centres, community centres or with libraries.
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Population growth in the Study Area will generate demand for around 170 to 290
more places. Existing centres will be able to satisfy part of this demand. However, 1
or 2 new centres be needed, noting these facilities should be provided by the private
sector.

Playgroups are held at a number of Council and non-Council venues (preschools, halls,
community centres etc.) across the Study Area. There are sufficient existing venues
to meet current demand but additional capacity will be required to meet future
demand.
Early intervention services in the Study Area are provided but population growth in
the Study Area will increase the demand for this service, with the majority of demand
coming from Lilydale.

Libraries and cultural facilities
The Study Area has 3 library sites - Lilydale, Mt Evelyn and Mooroolbark. This is a
sufficient number to meet population growth in the Study Area, but additional floor
space will be needed. Lilydale Library is to be enlarged and relocated to a new site.
There are 3 significant cultural facilities in the Study Area – the Lilydale Regional
Museum, the Athenaeum Theatre and the Mooroolbark Community Centre. The
Museum has the capacity to cater for growing demand from the Study Area. The
Athenaeum Theatre and the Community Centre operate at near capacity. There is
little scope to expand the theatre but the community centre could provide additional
capacity, if its facilities were modernised.
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Youth facilities
Three dedicated youth facilities (other than guide and guide and scout halls) operate
in the Study Area. There is currently an undersupply of at least 1 dedicated youth
space across the Study Area and population growth will generate demand for 1 more
space. The provision of additional dedicated facilities would be desirable but suitable
small and medium size multipurpose spaces that are attractive to youth would also
be satisfactory.

Aged services facilities
The aged population of the Study Area will increase by close to 100% over the next
20 years. More spaces that are suitable for aged activities will be required. The
Lilydale, Mooroolbark and Mt Evelyn Senior Citizens Centres will need to continue
their transition to multi-use activity spaces.

Community centres, neighbourhood houses and halls
The Study Area has 3 community centres/neighbourhood houses, where programs
have grown considerably over the past 20 years. It has managed this growth by
flexibly using existing spaces, and hiring/leasing external facilities and will continue to
take this approach into this future.
Lilydale does not have a multipurpose community centre, but here are 9 halls/
activity spaces in the Study Area, where the facilities are in good condition and
have spare capacity.

Active outdoor recreation facilities
There are 9 active reserves and 17 playing fields in the Study Area.
There is a shortage of playing fields in the Study Area – 2 football, 3 cricket and 5
soccer. In addition, there are no playing fields for lower profile sport such as hockey,
lacrosse and rugby.
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The notion of developing a performing arts centre to serve the eastern region of
Melbourne is currently being examined. The Quarry-Swinburne Site in Lilydale is being
considered as a potential location for this proposed facility. This facility together with
the Mooroolbark Community Centre and the Athenaeum Theatre would satisfy the
formal performing arts needs of the Study Area.

Population growth in the Study Area will generate additional demand for up to 3
football, 4 cricket and 3 soccer fields. It will also generate extra for a field/s for the
lower profile sports.
6 reserves have been significantly upgraded over the past 5 years to enhance the
carrying capacities of these reserves but additional works are required to meet the
current shortage in supply and demand generated by population growth.
There are 6 outdoor tennis venues and 3 lawn bowls venues in the Study Area. This is
sufficient to meet current and future demand. Some of the venues require upgrade.
The outdoor netball needs of the Study Area are currently met by the 10 court
Mooroolbark Netball Centre and the courts at Mt Evelyn and Morrison Reserves.
3 indoor stadiums cater for the Study Area which are operating at capacity with a
current need for 2 additional courts. Future population growth will create demand for
2 additional courts.
Council is planning to develop a large indoor aquatic centre in Lilydale at a location yet
to be determined.
The need to improve the quality and diversity of open space is acknowledged
including significant improvements to parkland in the Study Area.
There are deficits in the Study Area’s paths and trails network. Provision has been
made for significant trail projects.

No additional hall like facilities will be needed to cater for population growth.

Yarra Ranges Shire Council
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Education facilities
Government, Catholic and independent schools in the Study Area and the Catholic
Schools in Lilydale have spare capacity and will be able to cater for future demand in
the Study Area.
The above summary outlines the analysis and proposed initiatives relating to the
augmentation and provision additional community infrastructure within Lilydale and
surrounds. Although this study did not specifically address Coldstream, stakeholder
consultation with the Economic Development Department of Yarra Ranges Council
(further detailed at Section 8) highlighted that any expanded community infrastructure
demand associated with the potential growth of Coldstream could either be
accommodated with existing Coldstream facilities’ or provided for through other existing
facilities in Lilydale due to the close proximity.

Yarra Ranges Activity Centre Network Strategy, 2012
This study was conducted and completed on behalf of Yarra Ranges Council in 2012 by
Essential Economics.
The overall Activity Centre Strategy includes three parts, as follows:
Background Report
Activity Centre Profiles
Strategy and Implementation Plan.
Although the technical economic aspects of this Strategy are analysed in greater detail
within Section 7: Economic and Demographic Analysis, the high level summary of this
commentary relating to Coldstream includes:
Coldstream is nominated as one of 11 small Neighbourhood Activity Centres/ Small
Town Centres within Yarra Ranges.
Coldstream accommodates 2,260m2 to retain and commercial floorspace with the
IGA supermarket being the major commercial use.
The breakdown commercial uses is: food/ liquor/ groceries: 1,270m2; food catering:
350m2; non-food: 250m2; services: 120m2; shopfront office: 270m2.
Coldstream provides limited convenience retailing to the surrounding community, and
is developing a small tourism role with the recent development of brewery, bar and
restaurant which benefits from the town’s location on the Maroondah Highway and at
the 'gateway' to the Yarra Valley.
Coldstream does not contain any health related services and facilities.
The specific Activity Centre Profile for Coldstream states:
Coldstream is a small town centre providing a limited range of convenience retailing to the
surrounding residential community. The centre contains approximately 1,990m2 of retail
floorspace within a small shopping centre and in a number of tenancies located on either
side of Maroondah Highway. The shopping centre is anchored by an IGA supermarket
(1,120m2 of floorspace) and includes a number of convenience- based speciality tenants.
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A number of vacant development parcels exist on land zoned Business 1 and Mixed Use
surrounding the shopping centre. However, future commercial development on these
sites is likely to rely on the potential for any new businesses to capture trade from passing
motorists. Only limited opportunities exist in Coldstream for residential development due
to the constraints of the Urban Growth Boundary, which surrounds the urban areas of the
town.
The Activity Centre Profile for Coldstream further highlights issues and opportunities as
follows:

Issues
Limited residential catchment of only 4,300 persons in 2011.
Forecast decline in population in the suburb of Coldstream over the 2011-2026 period.
Dated appearance of shopping centre.
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The recent development of the Coldstream Brewery, on the corner of Maroondah Highway
and Killara Road, has brought a renewed tourism focus to centre. Coldstream is referred
to as the ‘gateway’ to the Yarra Valley, and significant numbers of visitors to the region
pass by the centre on their way to the many wineries and other attractions located in this
region.

Strong competition for convenience retailing from nearby Lilydale MAA.

Opportunities
Potential for improved appearance of the existing retail areas.
Opportunities for the introduction of community facilities/services to the centre.
Potential for an improved tourism focus, building on the success of the Coldstream
Brewery and the location of the centre at the ‘Gateway’ to the Yarra Valley.
A number of businesses with a focus on local produce are situated in the local centre
in the Gateway Estate, approximately 400 metres to the south of the town centre.
Potential may exist for these businesses to be represented in the town centre.
Potential future development of the vacant Mixed Use Zone (MUZ) land, and the land
currently occupied by a landscape supplies business, which surrounds the centre.
Furthermore the Implementation Plan of the Activity Centre Network recommended the
preparation of a Structure Plan to builds on the opportunities identified below:
Potential for improved appearance of the existing retail areas.
Opportunities for the introduction of community facilities/services to the centre.
Potential for an improved tourism focus, building on the success of the Coldstream
Brewery and the location of the centre at the ‘Gateway’ to the Yarra Valley.
Potential may exist for a number of businesses with a focus on local produce situated
in the local centre in the Gateway Estate (approximately 400 metres to the south of
the town centre) to be represented in the town centre.
Potential future development of the vacant Mixed Use Zone (MUZ) land, and the land
currently occupied by a landscape supplies business, which surrounds the centre.

Yarra Ranges Shire Council
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Preliminary Investigation to Expand the UGB - Coldstream and
Lilydale
background context
This Report was conducted and completed on behalf of Yarra Ranges Council in 2012
by SGS Economics and Planning. This report was commissioned in response to a letter
from the Minster for Planning dated 1 August, 2011, offering an opportunity to make a
submission to the State Government on significant anomalies to the UGB identified by
Council.
As Yarra Ranges Council had not previously developed a position, nor had Council
undertaken work with land owners to develop this level of detail or analysis, it was
determined by Council that to form an informed position on this important policy position,
additional time was required.
Council resolved on 22 November 2011 to write to the Minister seeking an extension
of time to enable this consultation and analysis to occur. The Minister for Planning’s
response was received on 23 November, which declined Council’s request.
Subsequently at the Council meeting of 13 December, 2011 it was determined to for
Council to supports the retention of the UGB without amendment and advise the Minister
for Planning of this position.

report status
Separate to this Council decision, the SGS report was completed and issued in its final
form in February, 2012, and was intended to only be an internal background reference
document, and not to be publically released or circulated based on the Council meeting
of 13 December, 2011. However by means unknown the report was circulated publically
on an informal basis.
Although this report has specific statutory status, due to its informal public circulation a
summary of this document is warranted which is outlined below.
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report summary
In the broadest capacity as it relates to Coldstream, the SGS report considered the
vacant greenfield broad hectare sites to the north of Lilydale and to the east and west of
Coldstream. As part of its assessment the report considered two development options,
including:
No change to the current UGB
Extension of the current UGB to allow development outside of the current UGB.
The following paragraph quoted from the report provides further context to the
methodology and approach:
Note that the area of consideration is the Shire of Yarra Ranges as a whole. The area
of investigation is critical to the assessment. If the scope of analysis is a sub-area, such
as Coldstream town, a number of benefits could be postulated for Coldstream in terms
of building up a catchment for services and providing further economic development
capacity. However, when the Shire – wide perspective is included, those sub-area
benefits are considered in the context of costs to existing catchments and facilities which
are already in place, and existing areas per business development, which are already
serviced.
Without delivering into the full details of the analysis of the report, the report
nevertheless concluded that on the basis of the preliminary review Yarra Ranges Shire
has capacity to accommodate additional development to meet needs for at least 20
years. As such matters of housing supply or affordability was not considered to be a
material benefit of potentially expanding the UGB. The report also concluded that:
The Shire has vacant industrial land and rural industries can be accommodated on
non-industrial land, industrial expansion is not considered to be a material benefit of
expanding the UGB;
If an expansion near Coldstream is pursued, a major augmentation of population
would come at a major Shire wide cost to support a higher order community in the
locality.
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Highway separation is a sub-optimal way to grow a community; and
Development of housing near the potential stabling yards may be sub-optimal from a
housing amenity and rail operational perspective.

Yarra Ranges Housing Strategy May 2009
The Yarra Ranges Housing Strategy (Housing Strategy) was prepared in May 2009
so as to manage future housing growth within the municipality. The some of the key
recommendations of the Housing Strategy include:
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The report also highlighted other considerations in relation to the potential to develop
housing to the West of Maroondah Highway including:

The designation of three categories of: Consolidation Precinct; Restricted Change
Precinct and Least Change Precinct to accommodate future housing growth.
The areas identified as best able to accommodate growth (Consolidation Precinct)
include: Chirnside Park, Lilydale, Healesville, Kilsyth, Mooroolbark, Mt Evelyn, Yarra
Glen and Yarra Junction.
In the Consolidation Precincts the Housing Strategy contemplated smaller lots being
redeveloped for new lots of 300-400m2, and for larger lots to be subdivided to less
than 300m2.
In the Restricted Change and Least Change Precincts the minimum lot size in new
subdivisions will be 500m2 and 1000m2 respectively. For clarity Coldstream was
nominated to be within the Least Change Precinct.
Based on the application of the above framework the Housing Strategy was able to
conservatively estimate that an additional 10,065 dwellings can be provided in the
Shire over the next 20 years, which will accommodate the Shire’s housing needs.
It should be noted that at the time of the preparation of the Housing Strategy the current
redevelopment of Chirnside Park Golf Course and the planned redevelopment of the
Cave Hill Quarry in Lilydale was not contemplated, nor factored into the available land
supply. Chirnside Park Golf Course at full development will accomodate approximately
550 dwellings, in addition to large sites for multi-unit dvelopment, which amounts to an
addtional 1-2 years land supply. The Cave Hill Quarry is currently proceeding through a
Master Planning process with a view to facilating future residential development, any
new dwelling potential of this land is in addition to the 20 years supply outlined above.
Noting that current estimates for the Cave Hill Quarry amount to between 2,000 to 5,000
dwellings, this could add between 4-10 years of additional land supply.

Yarra Ranges Shire Council
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Other key aspects of the Housing Strategy can be summarised as follows:
The Shire contains a mix of urban and rural communities.
Around 70% of the Shire’s population lives in the urban areas of the Shire that occupy
approximately 3% of its landmass.
93.9% of the Shire’s households live in separate houses. This is considerably higher
than the Victorian average of 77.5%.
One in five households (19.3% or 9,251) are lone person households which is
considerably lower than the state average of 24.5%.
Of the Shire’s households, 37,733 or 78.6% were family households. Of the family
households, 14.8% were one parent families.
Most dwellings are low-rise residential buildings of two storeys or less.
Three-quarters of the Shire’s dwellings are located within one of the 19 major
residential localities (those residential towns and suburbs within the UGB).
About half of the residents live within the urban suburbs located on the south-west
edge of the Shire.
Although there has been some housing development in activity centres between
2004 and 2008 (8.4%), the majority of approvals were outside (91.4%).
Most of the future demand for additional housing in the Shire will come from
changing demographic trends rather than from the demand generated by the release
of large tracts of broadacre land.
It is estimated that by 2031 there will be 162,000 people living in the Shire with an
annual growth rate of 0.43%, which represents a significant slowing of population
growth from the peak of 1.2% in 1999-00.
Over the next 20 years between 400-500 new dwellings are expected to be built
each year.
The availability of land for housing in the Shire is significantly limited by the UGB
which prevents the expansion of the suburban area into adjacent Green Wedge areas.
Greenfield land inside the UGB is now quite limited.
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If the Shire is to meet some of the demand for new housing it will need to be
accommodated in the existing residential areas. Single detached houses with 3+
bedrooms are the dominant form of housing in the Shire and there is a very limited
supply of smaller homes.
With a very high percentage of housing in the form of single dwellings consideration
must to be given to its adequacy for current and emerging needs.
The ageing population, social trends and the population lifecycle are all relevant
considerations.
Given that key emerging household types in Yarra Ranges are lone person and couples
without children, there is a need to encourage a greater diversity of housing so that
people are able to access housing that is suitable to their individual needs.
In addition to providing more diverse housing, there is also a need to provide housing
that is accessible and adaptable so that older people and people with mobility issues
can live independently in their own homes.
A number of residential areas in Yarra Ranges are located in environmentally sensitive
locations or contain areas of extensive tree canopy coverage. The Shire also includes
many small rural townships and other communities on the outlying fringes of the
metropolitan urban area.
Directing further growth to particular locations and protecting sensitive and more
remote areas from inappropriate development could address this issue and provide
greater certainty for the community and developers.

Coldstream Township Plan 2002

Coldstream Green and create new urban square visible from highway.

A Coldstream Township Plan was prepared in 2002 by Context Conybeare Morrison and
hansen. Overall the Plan sought to implement a range of public realm initiatives focusing
on the Station Street/ Killara Road Junction (aka Northern Gateway) and the designated
Core Area location at the Southern Gateway shops.

Strategic Project K: Roadside Trade: Encourage limited roadside trade accessible from
village and highway.

The Plan outlined 12 key strategic projects which can be summarised as follows:

Northern Gateway
Strategic Project A: Northern Gateway: Realignment of Highway Junction with
Improved Regional service uses and built form presence.
Strategic Project B: Highway Marking: Mark highway through Coldstream with
distinctive Australian Cypress borders and low stone walling.
Strategic Project C: Linear Green Links: Establish continuous linkage through streets
and parks connecting existing open spaces.

Strategic Project L: Oval Seating/ Image Marking: Perimeter cultural planting with
new ring of spectator seating around oval.
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Following the completion of the Coldstream Township Plan 2002, some elements of
the Plan were met with some resistance in the local community, resulting in the loss of
momentum of its potential implementation and accordingly was never progressed to
a stage to be adopted by Council. Since the completion of the Plan the only strategic
project to be implemented was the development of the entry feature wall.
Regardless of the lack of formal status and addition of the Coldstream Township Plan
2002, it is a public document and now a historical study of interest to the current
Structure Planning exercise.

Strategic Project D: Highway Frontage Improvement: Landscape and buffer upgrade
to eastern edge of highway to improve residential amenity.
Strategic Project E: Park Upgrade: Upgrade the image and function of the Margaret
Lewis Reserve with active play facilitates and paths.

Core Area
Strategic Project F: Information/ Amenities: Possible future facility to act as Yarra
Valley Gateway/ Coldstream Landmark
Strategic Project G: Coldstream Common: Upgrade green space as visual centrepiece
and inviting introduction to village
Strategic Project H: Village Entry/ Melba Tribute: Prominent walled gateway and
signage supporting an interactive Melba tribute artwork.
Strategic Project I: Shopfront Update: Consolidated retail services and continuous
awnings and potential future ‘shop-top‘ housing.
Strategic Project J: Reserve Link/ Urban Square: Dissect retail frontage to reveal
Yarra Ranges Shire Council
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Coldstream Community Plan 2014-16
The Coldstream Community Plan was a document prepared with the assistance of Yarra
Ranges Shire, however is not a Council endorsed or adopted document. Rather is a
community-derived document which seeks to outline and document the communities’
desires and aspirations for Coldstream over the coming years and to nominate a shared
community vision. As noted with the Coldstream Community Plan, the Vision Statement
is:
Coldstream is the gateway to the Yarra Valley. Coldstream will be a vibrant, busy,
sustainable town that is a safe, friendly place. It will be a place that entices passers-by
to stop and explore. It will have a variety of viable commercial and retail businesses,
including those that will provide services to the agricultural sector and sell its produce.
Coldstream will have a variety of well-used facilities and services that support families
and the elderly.
Key themes include the following matters, with specific actions and next steps relating to
these themes are outlined within the Community Plan.

Protected and enhanced rural aspect and open spaces
Coldstream will continue to be a great place to live because of its natural and rural
surroundings.
It will continue to be a safe and peaceful place, where our kids can play and explore.
The Margaret Lewis Reserve and other open spaces will be well used by residents
and visitors alike.
The rural feel of the town and the open spaces will be protected and enhanced.

Coldstream as a town and destination
The township of Coldstream will be visible and attractive to visitors to the Valley, and
the general public will know about the assets of Coldstream.
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There will be clear points of entry and arrival into the township and the interface
between Maroondah Highway and the residential and business zones will be
attractive to passers-by and entice them to visit.
Access to and from the highway will be safe and easy.

Community facilities and programs that meet the needs of families
and children
The family lifestyle in Coldstream will be valued and there will be facilities and
programs that are family-friendly. New and upgraded youth and children’s leisure
facilities such as playgrounds, skate parks, walking pathways and bike paths have
been created. There are services that meet our needs such as child care.

Better local services
There will be more frequent and reliable public transport, and a wide variety of
commercial activity and retail outlets.
Local businesses will be supported by the Coldstream and surrounding communities
through incentives that encourage people to ‘buy local’.
Lilydale will be a major service centre and is only five minutes’ travel time away, so
some service providers based in Lilydale will also deliver services into Coldstream,
such as health services.
There will be improved community transport for the less mobile residents of our
community.

Running at full capacity
There will be viable thriving businesses that create employment opportunities for local
people.
Coldstream will be a hub for growing, processing and selling quality food, wine and
other local products. The sports clubs, school and pre-school will be full. The town’s
population will steadily grow and there will be housing options for all. Our older
residents will be able to continue to live locally.
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Stakeholder Engagement
As part of the initial investigation into issues, opportunities and influences for the
Coldstream Structure Plan, consultation was undertaken with a range of Stakeholders’
including both internal Council Departments and external State Government Agencies/
Departments. Additional consultation was undertaken with designated Coldstream
Community Reference Group.
The purpose of the early stakeholder engagement was to explore issues surrounding
potential growth scenarios for Coldstream and to establish whether potential growth in
population would trigger the provision of additional community services, facilities and
infrastructure. Stakeholder engagement with Public Transport Victoria and VicRoads
sought the early views of these agencies regarding transport and road related matters.
Comments and feedback resulting from this early stakeholder engagement is
documented below.

Yarra Ranges Recreation and Open Space Department
The following summarises the main points raised during discussions with the Recreation
and Open Space Department of Yarra Ranges Council:
The current open space priorities and focus area are Halle Supple Reserve and
Margaret Lewis Reserve.
Generally the township is well serviced by parks, including ‘pocket parks’, although
the pocket parks do not have any facilities nor programs to improve them.
The ‘pocket parks’ in many instances lack address and connection, so any
opportunities to improve this should be investigated.
Council do not have any plans to upgrade pocket parks in town but theoretically if
open space contributions from developments were generated, any collected funds
would be focused on the ‘pocket parks’.
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Regarding questions of potential township growth, this should be couched in terms
of an accessibility point of view with a view to improving accessibility to existing
facilities, and not creating new disconnected pedestrian catchments. Therefore
pedestrian access to local facilities should be main principle and priority.
Council have intentions to complete a Master Plan for Halle Supple Reserve, to be
pursued once the playground upgrades are complete. Issues to consider include:
potential for BMX jump park; links with Melba trail; upgrades to toilet block and best
location; redevelopment of part of tennis courts for netball facilities (noting that
tennis club recently folded); potential to link proposed Melba trail with playground,
through ‘tactile pause points’ etc. Noting the role of the current Structure Plan and
the upcoming Halle Supply Reserve Master Plan it will be important to continue
conversations with the Yarra Ranges Recreation Department to ensure any concepts,
ideas or recommendations are not as cross purposes.
Planning and detailed design work is already underway to upgrade the existing
playground in Halle Supple Reserve, including a skate park facility.
Council is currently undertaking background work on the Coldstream Melba
Connection Project, which involves the creation of public walk to commemorate Nellie
Melba that links Coldstream Village with historic Coombe Cottage. It is intended to
be a fully accessible concrete pathway (where topography allows) which will link
the Gateway Shopping Centre on the south side of Melba Highway and Coldstream’s
central highway shopping precinct, with Coombe Cottage on the northern side of the
highway. The path will also include resting points along the pathway may feature
elements like high quality seating, lighting, artwork, storytelling panels and significant
horticultural plantings.

Yarra Ranges Family and Children Service’s Department

Yarra Ranges Economic Development Department

The following summarises the main points raised during discussions with the Family and
Children Services Department of Yarra Ranges Council:

The following summarises the main points raised during discussions with the Economic
Development Department of Yarra Ranges Council:

Current positives exist through the collocation of facilities and associated advantages
of the hub precinct created by the childcare/ pre-care/ primary school.

Any potential ‘trigger points’ for the provision of additional community services would
relate mainly to recreation space (both active and passive).

Material childcare facility in Coldstream is owned by Council and operates a program
1 day a week.

Coldstream already generally well serviced with community infrastructure, particularly
given its proximity to Lilydale.

The existing 1 day program is sufficient to meet demands of growth scenarios 1 to 2,
before expanded services would be required, however even with growth scenario 3
and 4, demands could be accommodated by expanding days of operation.

Overall Yarra Ranges is well serviced with Library facilities, where access to library
services is greater than the Melbourne average, meaning there is very good access
overall at a municipal scale.

Currently there are challenges associated with the pre-school program. Of the 100%
of children registered within the material health care facility, only 50% approx. are
proceeding to the pre-school program meaning parents of the other 50% of children
choosing other options for pre-school.

Coldstream is well serviced by major facilities in Lilydale, therefore no plan or
intention to duplicate or expand facilities in the township, noting other areas of Yarra
Ranges have a greater demand/ requirement for library facilitates, although again
noting facility provision at a municipal scale Yarra Ranges is greater than Melbourne
average.

Council owns the child care facility building, where a 3rd party operates a kindergarten
out of a separate room and dedicated space. Council do not have any real control
over program being operated by the 3rd party. Some issues with service provision is
noted as the child care facility has an operating model which is 5 hours a day for 3
days a week, where working parents need at least 7.5 hour of care. Council could
only influence this is of the 3rd party operator were to request a building expansion, at
which time Council could argue the existing facility is currently underutilised.
Existing single room for the Kindergarten is licenced for 30 places, which
accommodates for scenarios 1 & 2. 3 & 4 would potential require a 2nd room. If
required building expansion can be accommodated on existing site.
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Coldstream is an interesting case example in that the there is a noted low level of
library membership.
There is no current plan of Council to undertake a community infrastructure
assessment specifically for Coldstream.
The community infrastructure assessment for Lilydale was driven by the potential
Lilydale Quarry redevelopment to understand requirements and opportunities for
Lilydale and surrounds. Although the Lilydale community infrastructure assessment
did not specifically include Coldstream, the current project can learn from and drawn
from the findings of the Lilydale community infrastructure assessment.

There are noted issues with perceptions of Coldstream being a disadvantaged
community more affluent community families are choose to send kids to childcare,
pre-school and primary school outside of the Coldstream Township.

Yarra Ranges Shire Council
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Department of Education and Training
The following summarises the main points raised during discussions with the Department
of Education and Training (DET):
DET is currently working with existing primary school in Coldstream, noting there is
potential to expand existing services and facilities, as the existing school currently
underutilised.

Overall Coldstream has enough space and facilities to accommodate demand for
primary school and child care places. DET of the view that no additional facilities
would be required to service needs of the 0-12 year old bracket.

Coldstream has a perception of being a low socioeconomic area which negatively
impacts on the perception of school and the education provided, which has resulted
on a large number of families sending their kids outside of Coldstream for education.

Public Transport Victoria

Lilydale High School is currently stretched in reenrolments and resources, whilst
Lilydale Heights College is currently underutilised.

The following summarises the main points raised during discussions with Public Transport
Victoria (PTV):

Healesville Primary and Secondary Schools are also currently underutilised based on
low enrolments, where it appears to be a community attitude to send students closer
to Melbourne to receive a better education. DET is currently working on programs on
to promote local schools within the communities, with a view to increase number of
students educated within Healesville and to improve and increase the use of existing
local facilities.

RAIL

Other schools in region include: newly built Yarra Hills Secondary College,
Mooroolbark, which is in addition to the existing Mooroolbark Secondary College.
Additionally a local private school option exists with Lilydale Heights.
Theoretically from DET perspective a high school needs a minimum of 900 students
before a secondary 7-12 school would be considered. Noting that population
projections at maximum growth Scenario 4 are roughly 9,400 people/ 3400 homes at
2.8 persons per household and assuming approx. 1 child per household, this would
equal around 1,000 children spread across 0 to 18 years old. Based on this rough
calculation even with significant growth to Coldstream the minimum number to start
considering a school will not be reached.
Based on the above rough analysis, DET nominated that 7-12 High School, particularly
when considered in context of the current underutilisation of other secondary schools
within the region. Therefore most logical secondary students would travel outside of
Coldstream for school.
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Furthermore the cost of a new school is significant at around $15-20 Million for a new
school. DET is currently struggling with funding to look after the upkeep of existing
school, and not building new ones. Noting there is no money to build new schools,
a priority also exists to build schools in new growth corridors, but not in areas with
existing schools which are currently underutilised.

Yarra Ranges Shire Council

It is highly unlikely that a train station would be provided at Coldstream in the
foreseeable future.
There is a need to build a stabling facility at Lilydale or nearby in Coldstream
associated with 25 trains when the fleet is expanded.
Only preliminary investigations have been undertaken to date as the facility is likely to
be 10 years away.
The only available space for such a facility would be north of Lilydale Station (around
the industrial area), or otherwise adjacent to the former rail alignment in Coldstream.
Although neither site is ideal, PTV need to conduct more investigations to consider
issues and opportunities with both.
PTV cannot provide clear advice on the likely location until more detailed design
investigations are undertaken.
A large footprint of approx. ??? m2 will be required for the stabling yards, which
would include a maintenance building and required security fencing and lighting. The
Facility is likely to be a 24 hour facility.
Noting potential noise and light issues, an amenity buffer would be required from
sensitive uses – would need to be determined.

BUS
PTV is currently assessing the bus network throughout Melbourne, however the
results of this assessment are not yet public, (Coldstream has been included in this
assessment).
Given the limited potential for growth in Coldstream, as compared to other parts of
Melbourne, it is unlikely that services to Coldstream will be increased or expanded
dramatically.
There are a range of factors that PTV considers when planning or expanding bus
networks, population is certainly one factor, but not the only one. There is no specific
population number that triggers a network review.

VicRoads
The following summarises the main points raised during discussions with the VicRoads:
There is no current proposal for any upgrade of Maroondah Highway/ Killara Road/
Station Street intersection.
The Structure Plan should make allowance for the possible future duplication of the
Maroondah Highway through this area, although no funding or approved proposal for
any duplication at this time.
VicRoads Road Crash Information System (RCIS) indicates there were no crashes
recorded for the 5 year period up to the 31/12/2014 at the intersection of Maroondah
Highway and Killara Road. Based on the crash information currently available the
intersection would not currently qualify as a black spot.
To be considered as a black spot an intersection must have a crash history of at least
2 serious casualty crashes and an overall minimum of 3 casualty crashes. Black Spot
intersections may receive funding for infrastructure improvements under the Safe
System Infrastructure Program (SSRIP), noting proposals for improvements to Black
Spot intersections are prioritised across the entire state for funding purposes.
The potential for signalisation of the Maroondah Highway/ Killara Road intersections
would be prioritised based on the extent to which such a treatment would improve
safety and/or reduce congestion at the intersection. Consideration would be given to
factors such as the number and type of vehicles using the intersection, the need to

cater for pedestrians, the historical safety record of the site, the impact that treating
the intersection would have on the performance of the surrounding road network and
the implementation costs.
If this intersection was ever to be signalised, consideration would need to be given
to how to treat the adjacent intersection of Maroondah Hwy with Station Street
as these intersections are very close together and the right turn movements from
the Maroondah Highway into the side roads would overlap. Options could include
signalising both Station Street and Killara Rd, or limiting right turn movements
into or out of Station Street, or some realignment of Station Street to address the
overlapping right turn lanes. These options may impact on the form of urban
development being planned for in the area.
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Based on the Road Use Hierarchy Plan for Yarra Ranges the Maroondah Highway
is defined as a preferred traffic route. The Maroondah Highway carries significant
volumes of through traffic between Melbourne’s eastern suburbs to the Yarra Valley
wine region and beyond. VicRoads preference is that consideration to any expansion
of the township be focused to the east of the highway. Focusing development to
the east will avoid creating a barrier to community connectedness and network
permeability and avoid locating land uses that would compromise the intended
function the Maroondah Highway as a preferred traffic route for through traffic.
The Structure Plan could consider locating areas of retail and commercial activity
on lower order roads so as to promote increased visibility and accessibility (i.e. a
connector street). Street based activity may be enhanced along with opportunity to
create a sense of place, character and connection if these retail / commercial areas
are located as noted above. Locating these areas to one side of the Maroondah
Highway would also reduce the tensions between the activity centre activity and
high level of through traffic on the Maroondah Highway. Killara Road may be worth
consideration and could be discussed with Council.
If development of Coldstream were to be seriously considered on the west side of
the highway, access to the highway would need to be designed to cater for restricted
vehicular access from the arterial road. There may be increased limitations to
modifying the abutting arterial road environment.
The current speed limit on the Maroondah Highway through the study area is 70kph.
VicRoads would not expect any further reduction to the speed limit at this time.
Yarra Ranges Shire Council
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Community Reference Group
Early Community and Stakeholder Engagement was undertaken for the project during
Community Reference Group (CRG) meeting in Coldstream on 25th March 2015. It
includes a presentation and a workshop session with Council project team, where CRG
members broadly contributed early observations, aspirations and key issues during this
early Stakeholder Engagement process.
Whilst the content of community’s aspiration has previously been documented in detail
within the Coldstream Community Plan 2014-16, this document is not endorsed by
Council. Accordingly, should the Council – led Structure Plan provide comment and
recommendations relating to these matters, it would logically involve Council advocating
for such recommendations with the relevant external agencies and authorities to seek a
desired outcome. These comments are categorised into four themes as listed below:
potential urban growth and land use

The general desire for population growth is to establish sufficient critical mass and to
revitalise the township.
There is a desire for increased diversity in housing product to address housing
affordability and to facilitate ageing, or growing in place.
The community highlighted a resistance to dual occupancy, or infill development.
The extent of existing single dwelling covenant and planning policy constraints in
limiting housing diversity in the Township, such as Design and Development Overlay
(DDO5) and needs to be acknowledged.
There is a desire to see redevelopment of medium density scale and revitalisation
of land zoned as Mixed Use Zone (MUZ) at the corner of Maroondah Highway and
Killara Road.
Should medium density development be accommodated on Mixed Use Zone (MUZ),
or Commercial Zoned land within the Township, it will be important to appropriately
manage the development outcomes.
It would be desirable for the existing IGA precinct to be a vibrant, inviting, attractive
hub of relaxed shopping and leisure to compliment the Brewery and community feel.
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There is a need to address conflicting land use between existing agricultural activity
adjacent to residential land, particularly with the use and application of sprayed
pesticides.
There are opportunities for industrial activity along Station Road, towards the old
station, however this could also pose potential land use conflict.
There is an absence of State level strategic justification and support for population
growth in Coldstream.
There is opportunity to realise medium density infill residential on the northern side
of Killara Road (currently Green Wedge Zone (GWZ) land) with the incorporation of a
community garden to the rear.
A critical issue is the economic and activity leakage due to the close proximity to
Lilydale. There is a need to strengthen the commercial activities within the Township.
Coldstream suffers from an absence of services such as doctors, banks, etc. within
the Township, which creates an overreliance on Lilydale for services.
There is a community desire for population growth as a trigger for improving the
Township’s economic performance, employment generation and retention of youth
and working population.
There is a need to explore an alternative accommodation model such as retirement
living on Mixed Use Zone (MUZ) land.
urban structure and township image

There is existing issues associated with visual clutter on Maroondah Highway town
entrance due visually competing signage and lack of consistency. This is an issue
given Coldstream is the gateway entry into the Yarra Valley.
A consolidated and integrated signage system should be developed and
implemented.
The town’s presentation along Maroondah Highway should be improved to establish a
‘face’ for Coldstream.
An opportunity exists to encourage tourism initiatives and foster tourism activity at
The Lodge shops (Maroondah Highway and Killara Road junction).
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Coldstream is generally perceived as a safe township and no identified issues relating
to vandalism, or crime.
It is important to retain and support a sense of local community and to establish a
place for all ages, including families, the elderly and people with disability.
There could be opportunity to establish more activity and increased residential density
at the Gateway retail strip and around the Halle Supple Reserve.
An aim should be to establish a legitimate township ‘heart’ for Coldstream, where
local community could meet and socialise.
A critical action should be to increase the activation and vibrancy within and around
the commercial hubs.
There is a need to improve the township’s legibility through the identification of a
preferred route connecting the commercial hubs and community facilities such as the
school and open spaces.
There is an opportunity to establish a tourist attractor at the Gateway, or the Lodge
commercial hubs to enhance its level of activation and exposure.
access & egress

important entry points at peak period (i.e. during summer months).
An opportunity exists to formalise a ‘park and ride’ system between Coldstream and
Lilydale railway station adjacent to the Village commercial hub.
A pedestrian bridge across Maroondah Highway should be investigated to improve
east – west connectivity.
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The commercial presentation and activity around the Gateway shopping strip need to
be improved.

The importance of public transport services should not be underestimated in
supporting Coldstream and supporting effective transport usage and accessibility.
public realm & landscape

An opportunity exists to develop a better-designed community lawn adjacent to the
gateway shops.
There should be improved visual connection between the commercial strip and the
Halle Supple Reserve.
Opportunity exists to establish more attractive frontages to the small ‘pocket parks’,
and investigate potential for better visual and physical permeability.
A key opportunity is to improve the appearance and functionality of existing public
toilet facility through a total redevelopment in an alternate location and to co-locate it
within a high quality public space to attract visitors and general activity.

A matter of high importance is the improvement of the safety of the Maroondah
Highway and Killara Road/ Station Street intersection, including potential signalisation
of the junction.
The potential reduction of vehicular speed along Maroondah Highway (currently
70km/hour) between the northern edge of Margaret Lewis Reserve and the
Coldstream Brewery should be investigated.
There is a potential action to improve the highway interface and establish a more
amenable pedestrian environment.
The egress points into the township around the Gateway and the Lodge commercial
hubs should be improved to encourage more visitations.
An opportunity exists to rationalise vehicular access and movements around
Yarra Ranges Shire Council
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COLDSTREAM COMMERCIAL ASSESSMENT - SUMMARY
1. Yarra Ranges Shire Council is undertaking a structure planning process for the township of
Coldstream. A team led by Hansen Partnership is preparing the plan for Council. As an input
to this process a review of the commercial and activity centre elements of the township has
been commissioned. This report provides that review and has been prepared by economic
geographer Tim Nott.
2. The township contains three distinct commercial areas, comprising The Lodge – a small
supermarket centre; the Gateway – a small local centre where the shop units are occupied
mainly by wholesalers and food producers; and a highway services strip catering to regional
traffic and visitors.
3. Total retail floorspace in the township is approximately 2,655 square metres, including a
small supermarket of around 1,000 square metres. Total retail turnover is estimated at
$11.4 million. This represents a relatively low turnover per square metre; most of the
existing retail facilities appear to be under-performing, poorly designed and lacking
investment.
4. The trade area for the retail facilities in Coldstream comprises the Coldstream township and
rural surrounds. The area has a population estimated at 2,767 in 2015 which has been
growing at around 0.3% per year in recent years. Total retail spending by trade area
residents in bricks and mortar shops is estimated at $32.8 million in 2015.
5. Visitors from outside the trade area account for approximately 24% of retail sales in the
township. Altogether, residents make around 26% of their retail spending in Coldstream,
with the remainder escaping to Lilydale, Chirnside Park and further afield. This is typical for
a small neighbourhood centre, particularly one which lacks a full-line supermarket. The
escape spending would be higher except for the presence of shops and restaurants that are
mainly geared for visitors.
6. Future retail development potential of Coldstream depends largely on the rate and scale of
population growth in the trade area. To date, population growth has been circumscribed by
the Urban Growth Boundary, restrictions on dual occupancy and the long-standing
prohibition on urban encroachment into the Yarra Valley. However, in keeping with an open
approach to planning for the township a number of population growth scenarios have been
examined here. These scenarios are based on varying levels of urban expansion of the
Coldstream township:
 Scenario 1: based on .id consulting forecast, a base case forecast for growth of 0.2% per
year over the period to 2036
 Scenario 2: intensifying urban development within existing boundaries resulting in
growth of 0.7% per year
 Scenario 3: significant urban expansion resulting in a population that is twice that of the
base case by 2036 and population growth of 3.5% per year
 Scenario 4: substantial urban expansion resulting in a population that is three times that
of the base case by 2036 and population growth of 5.5% per year
The results of the population growth scenarios are shown below.
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Population growth scenarios, Coldstream trade area, 2015 to 2036
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Scenario 1: based on .id consulting forecast
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Scenario 3: Significant expansion of Coldstream
Scenario 4: Substantial expansion of Coldstream

Source: Tim Nott

7. The population scenarios will have varying effects on the demand for commercial activity in
the township. A number of assumptions have been used to model the impact on retail
demand including that the existing relatively poor performance of some retail outlets in the
township cannot continue indefinitely, leading to closures or other reorganisation under the
lowest growth scenario; and that the highest growth scenario will generate sufficient
demand for a full-line supermarket. The estimated change in retail floorspace as a result of
Figure 1: Estimated change in retail floorspace, Coldstream trade area, 2015 to 2036
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3,000
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1,000
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the scenarios is shown in the chart below.
Source: Tim Nott
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8. Using experience from elsewhere, and considering the existing commercial and community
infrastructure in the township, growth in non-retail floorspace to service Coldstream is
estimated at 30% of total growth. This does not affect the scenarios for which no growth is
predicted; any expansion of non-retail space could be accommodated in existing vacant shop
units or through rearrangement of existing space. The growth scenarios (scenarios 3 and 4)
would require total additional land area of between 0.6 and 1.8 hectares for activity centre
development. Such growth could easily be accommodated in the Commercial 1 and Mixed
Use Zones around The Lodge, as well as through redevelopment of vacant and under-used
premises in the Commercial 2 Zone on the Maroondah Highway.
9. Tourism development opportunities in Coldstream are not dependent on local population
growth. Opportunities for tourism investment that would affect land-use and urban design
include:
 Development of an orientation experience for visitors to the Yarra Valley, including
visitor information, local produce and hospitality, and this could be accommodated in
the Commercial 2 Zone
 Development of specialist food producers attraction in the Gateway centre, building on
the outlets already present and reflected in the urban and building design of the
precinct
 Accommodation and services for large recreational vehicles (motor homes) close to the
Lodge
 Highway safety and streetscape improvements around the intersections of Station Road
and Killara Road with the Maroondah Highway would help to slow traffic and create a
better sense of arrival for the commercial activities in that location.
Should there be an expansion of successful tourism investment on the Highway more land
may need to be rezoned in this location to accommodate demand in the longer term.
10. There is a proposal to improve water provision to horticultural producers in the district
through a recycled water pipeline from the Lilydale water treatment plant, creating an
additional 150 jobs in farm production and value-adding. This potential development
highlights the continued opportunities in farm investment and the need to take care in
encouraging urban development of the Yarra Valley towns.
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1 INTRODUCTION
Yarra Ranges Shire Council is undertaking a structure planning process for the township of
Coldstream. A team led by Hansen Partnership is preparing the plan for Council. As an input to this
process a review of the commercial and activity centre elements of the township has been
commissioned. This report provides that review.
The report has been prepared by economic geographer Tim Nott and is structured as follows:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Section 2 describes the commercial activity and the supply of floorspace in the township
Section 3 estimates the trade area for the retail activity and the demand from residents
and visitors
Section 4 looks at the current balance between retail supply and demand
Section 5 examines a number of factors affecting future retail development including
population growth
Section 6 identifies potential demand for non-retail commercial development
Section 7 estimates the land that will be required to accommodate growth under several
scenarios
Section 8 looks at economic development opportunities that may need to be
accommodated in the township

The report concentrates on the retail aspects of the commercial activity in the township; it is usually
the retail aspects that define the role of activity centres and which are the most used services by
residents. However, other commercial activities are important for employment and the individual
services that they provide and are not ignored here.
A summary of findings is provided at the beginning of the report.
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2 COLDSTREAM COMMERCIAL ACTIVITY
2.1 Location
Coldstream is a small town on the Maroondah Highway, 5km north east of Lilydale and at the
gateway to the Yarra Valley food and wine district. It has several commercial activity areas as shown
in the diagram on the following page.






The Gateway – a single row of small shops in the centre of town off the main road in an
attractive location between a village green and the township’s main sporting oval; the
Gateway is zoned Commercial. Although there are several retail premises, most of the shop
units in this area are occupied by small wholesalers and specialist food producers. By some
accounts, this activity centre has never had a role as a significant retail heart for the
township despite its central location.
The Lodge – a freestanding enclosed shopping centre on the corner of the Maroondah
Highway and Killara Road on the northern edge of the settlement. This centre provides a
mid-sized IGA supermarket and several retail outlets. It is fair to say that the Lodge is rather
tired and in need of reinvestment. The supermarket appears to be underperforming and
there are several vacant or under-used shop units within the centre. In addition the centre
is surrounded by largely vacant land zoned Mixed Use which adds to the air of dereliction.
The Lodge is zoned Commercial 1 and includes some land for expansion. Adjacent to the
Lodge on the north corner of Killara Road is an extension of the Commercial 1 Zone that
accommodates the Coldstream Brewery/restaurant and a timber and hardware wholesaler.
On the western side of the Maroondah Highway opposite the Lodge is a highway services
strip containing rural wholesalers, café, tourist enterprise, timber storage and a fresh fruit
and vegetable outlet. This land is zoned Commercial 2.

Whilst there are undoubtedly successful individual businesses in Coldstream, the activity centres
appear to be performing poorly. There is a lack of investment in the main retail offering and a split
retail location which is unfortunate for a town of this size where a single town centre would have
generated better economies of scale.
Other non-farm commercial activities occur in homes in the township including transport,
automotive services and a variety of professional services.
The town is surrounded by a mixture of intensive agricultural activities such as grape and strawberry
growing and pastures for livestock. Just to the north of the township is the Melba Estate which has
recently opened as a restaurant and visitor centre.
Coldstream is at the south western gateway to the Yarra Valley food and wine district which
generates very significant visitation from Victorian, interstate and international visitors (of the order
of one million visits per year). The Maroondah/Melba Highways are also two of the principal routes
to the high country and the snow fields from Melbourne. This visitation provides opportunities for
Coldstream, although the traffic on the Maroondah Highway needs careful management.
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Figure 2: Activity Centres in Coldstream
Highway Services Strip

The Lodge

The Gateway

Source: Google Maps
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2.2 Activity Floorspace
The following table provides a summary of the commercial floorspace in the township from a survey
conducted in March 2015.

Table 1: Coldstream, Commercial Floorspace, 2014

Activity space
Food, groceries and liquor
Non-food goods
Food catering
Retail services
Total retail
Wholesale
Other commercial
Community
All activities
Vacant space
Total space

The
Gateway
sqm
271
145
70
60
546
624
112
0
1,282
288
1,570

The Lodge
sqm
1,200
238
273
170
1,881
402
1,782
317
4,382
204
4,586

Highway
services
precinct
sqm
128
0
100
0
228
0
2,289
0
2,517
180
2,697

Total
Coldstream
sqm
1,599
383
443
230
2,655
1,026
4,183
317
8,181
672
8,853

Source: Tim Nott

The township has a total of 8,853 square metres of commercial
activity space, including 2,655 square metres of retailing. The
largest retail enterprise is the IGA supermarket at The Lodge with
around 1,000 square metres.

For the purposes of this report, retail
activity comprises the following categories:
Food, groceries and liquor– supermarkets,
general stores, liquor outlets, specialty food
outlets (butchers, bakers, greengrocers etc)
Non-food goods, comprising





Clothing – clothes, shoes, manchester
Household goods – homeware,
hardware, furniture, floor coverings,
curtains and blinds, electronic goods etc
Recreational goods - sporting goods,
toys, bookshops, newsagents
Other goods –, chemists, florists,
jewellers, second hand goods etc

Food catering – cafes, restaurants and takeaway food outlets
Retail services – hairdressers, beauty
parlours, video rental, clothing and
household goods repairs
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For the purposes of the analysis presented
here, retailing excludes selling of motor
vehicles, auto accessories and fuel. It also
excludes outlets which are mainly engaged in
wholesale sales (that is, sales of goods to
other businesses). This includes some
hardware outlets.
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2.3 Retail Sales
By estimating the average sales per square metre of retail floorspace in different categories, and
knowing the total floorspace in each category, it is possible to make an estimate of retail sales in the
township. These estimates are provided in the following table. The retail turnover density, that is,
sales per square metre, has been estimated from a variety of statistical and industry sources. These
figures take into account the location of the centre and the nature of the shops in each category.

Table 2: Estimate of annual retail sales, Coldstream, 2015

Activity
Food and groceries

Floorspace

Retail
turnover
density

Retail sales

sqm

$/sqm

$m

1,599

$5,200

$8.3

Non-food retail

383

$2,700

$1.1

Food service

443

$3,400

$1.5

Retail services

230

$2,500

$0.6

2,655

$4,300

$11.4

Total Retail
Source: Tim Nott

In total, the retail sales at the centre are estimated to be approximately $11.4 million in 2015. Of
note, the retail turnover density of food and groceries is quite low given the presence of a
supermarket. This is based on local views and observations of the relatively poor performance of
the supermarket and its inability to attract local residents for significant shopping trips.
These sales are derived from residents of the trade area and visitors to the district. The trade area is
examined in the following section.
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3 TRADE AREA
3.1 Location
The trade area of an activity centre is the area from which residents naturally visit the centre to
obtain particular goods and services. At the boundary of the trade area, residents may choose from
two or more centres that provide equivalent services. The extent of a trade area is influenced
mainly by the location of competing centres and the travel patterns of residents. The precise
boundaries are usually set by the analyst to coincide with convenient statistical areas.
In this case, the trade area has been set with reference to the location of surrounding centres that
have supermarkets and the boundaries of relevant Statistical Area 1s. The trade area is illustrated in
the following figure and corresponds to the urban area of Coldstream and surrounding rural areas.

Figure 3: Coldstream Trade Area, showing surrounding supermarket centres

Source: base map from Google maps

3.2 Trade Area Population
The population of the Coldstream trade area is estimated here at 2,767 in 2015 and appears to be
growing only slowly at about 0.3% per year over the period from 2011 to 2015. (This figure is the
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estimated resident population based on the 2011 Census of Population and Housing, adjusted for
Census undercounting and projected forward to 2015.)
Selected characteristics of the trade area are shown in the table below.
Table 4: Selected characteristics of Coldstream trade area, 2011

Age

Household
size

Median
household
income

Household
income per
person

Coldstream township

no.
1,746

years
33

no.
3.0

$/week
$1,256

$/week
$419

Coldstream surrounds
Coldstream trade area

910
2,656

46
38

2.6
2.8

$1,327
$1,286

$504
$453

3,999,982

36

2.6

$1,333

$513

Area

Greater Melbourne
Source: ABS, 2012

Census
Population

Compared with Greater Melbourne as a whole, the residents of the Coldstream trade area are
slightly older, live in slightly larger households and have a lower median household income and
income per person. However, this average masks distinct differences within the trade area between
the township and surrounds. The township has a lower average age, larger average household size
and lower household income than the surrounds (and Melbourne as a whole).

3.3 Retail Spending by Residents
Retail spending per person has been estimated here with reference to a variety of sources including:





Market Info, a proprietary data-base that estimates retail spending by the population of
small areas using a wide variety of socio-economic variables from the Census of Population
and Housing (2006) applied to data from the Household Expenditure Survey and National
Accounts figures (MDS Market Data Systems, 2006)
Retail Trade Australia, produced by the ABS to track, amongst other things, retail turnover
(ABS, 2014a)
Household income data from the Census of Population and Housing, 2011 (ABS, 2012)

The estimate of spending per person is shown in the table below, along with the total spending by
trade area residents (using the trade area population figure estimated earlier – 2,648). The table
also makes an estimate of retail spending in shops, that is, allowing for retail sales via the internet.
This estimate is based on figures from the National Australia Bank.
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Table 3: Estimated retail spending by trade area residents, 2014

Retail activity

Total
spending
per
person

Spending in shops per person

Total spending
in shops by
trade area
residents

$

%

$

$m

Food and groceries

$5,500

98%

$5,390

$14.9

Non-food retail

$5,000

92%

$4,600

$12.7

Food service

$1,700

95%

$1,620

$4.5

$400

60%

$240

$0.7

$12,600

94%

$11,850

$32.8

Retail services
Total Retail
Source: Tim Nott

Annual retail spending in shops by residents of the Coldstream trade area is estimated at $32.8
million in 2015.
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4 CURRENT BALANCE OF RETAIL SUPPLY AND DEMAND
The following table provides an estimate of the current balance between retail supply and demand
in the Coldstream trade area, and the consequent escape spending (that is, spending by residents
that flows to shops outside the trade area). Sales to visitors have been estimated with reference to
the type of floorspace in the trade area, shares typical elsewhere and the available spending of
residents.

Table 4: Balance of retail supply and demand, Coldstream, 2014

Retail category

Retail sales
in
Coldstream

Sales to visitors

Sales to
residents

Total retail
spending
by
residents

Escape spending

$m

%

$m

$m

$m

$m

%

Food, groceries and liquor

$8.3

20%

$1.7

$6.6

$14.9

$8.3

56%

Non-food

$1.1

15%

$0.2

$0.9

$12.7

$11.8

93%

Food service

$1.5

60%

$0.9

$0.6

$4.5

$3.9

86%

Retail services

$0.6

10%

$0.1

$0.5

$0.7

$0.1

22%

Total retail
Source: Tim Nott

$11.4

24%

$2.8

$8.6

$32.8

$24.2

74%

Retail escape spending by residents constitutes 74% of their available spending. This is
understandable given that full-line supermarkets and food stores as well as almost all types of nonfood outlets are outside the trade area. Residents must travel to Lilydale or beyond for a full-line
supermarket and a reasonable range of non-food items. In fact, escape spending is quite low for a
township with only a mid-range supermarket and this is because of the provision of stores supported
by visitors to the township.
Coldstream provides a level of service commensurate with a small neighbourhood/township activity
centre. This level of service should provide a basic level of fresh food and grocery provision as well
as other key retail, commercial and community services. However, the commercial infrastructure is
old, tired and dispersed amongst several different areas. This lack of commercial focus along with
very slow growth in demand has resulted in poor perceptions amongst residents and high escape
spending in key categories. Only the provision of services to visitors travelling through on the
Maroondah Highway is preventing the commercial sector of Coldstream from collapsing. Even so, it
is unclear for how long some of the existing enterprises (the supermarket, for example) can continue
in their present form given the current level of trade.
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5 RETAIL DEVELOPMENT POTENTIAL
Future retail development in Coldstream will depend on a variety of factors including population and
visitor growth and competition from other centres. Several of these factors are examined here.

5.1 Population Growth Scenarios
The scope for population growth in the Coldstream trade area depends principally on the planning
strategy for the township. Currently, growth in the township is constrained by the urban growth
boundary; restrictions on dual occupancy of the existing lots (i.e. the single dwelling per allotment
control of the Neighbourhood Residential Zone; minimum subdivision size control of the Design and
Development Overlay and restrictive covenants),); and by the long-standing view that the Yarra
Valley should be protected from urban encroachment.
Growth versus Containment
There are costs and benefits of urban growth in and around Coldstream. The benefits may be the
potential for the township to develop services for residents that are not presently viable given the
current level of demand. Such services could include both commercial and community services that
would improve Coldstream as a place to live. However, significant urban growth at Coldstream
would inevitably use surrounding rural land. The two key industries of the Yarra Valley – farming
and tourism – rely on productive farmland and the setting that it generates for visitor experiences.
Significant urban development may therefore undermine the local and regional economy.
Nevertheless, in line with an open approach to the planning of the township, a number of
population growth scenarios – four in total - are examined here in order to judge their potential
impact on commercial demand and the provision of services.
Scenario 1: based on .id consulting forecast
Council commissioned .id consulting to prepare population forecasts for the Shire (last updated in
2013). These forecasts anticipated that the Gruyere-Coldstream-Yering district would growth by
0.2% per year on average over the period from 2015 to 2036. This compares with forecast growth in
the municipality as a whole of 0.7% per year over the same period.
The year-on-year growth rate for the wider district has been applied to the Coldstream trade area.
Under this forecast the population of the trade area will grow by around 90 people over the 21 years
to 2036, with the growth arising from very limited infill opportunities. This can be considered a base
case.
Scenario 2: intensify development within existing urban boundary
There is some potential for population growth in Coldstream by intensifying development within the
existing urban boundary through removal of restrictive Planning Scheme Controls (i.e. the single
dwelling per allotment control of the Neighbourhood Residential Zone and minimum subdivision size
control of the Design and Development Overlay Schedule 5), and by encouraging development in the
Mixed Use Zone around the Lodge.
The Neighbourhood Residential Zone and Design and Development Overlay Schedule 5 applying to
Coldstream effectively prevent dual occupancy of township lots. Removing these restrictions would
allow intensification of development, although broadly half the township would still be covered by a
restrictive covenant stipulating one dwelling per lot. Assuming that 10% of the remaining lots were
to gain one additional dwelling, the population would grow by a further 60 people.
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The Mixed Use Zone around the Lodge shopping centre has extensive areas of vacant land. Given its
proximity to services, this land would be ideal for medium density housing development, including
the possibility of a retirement village. This kind of development would provide choice in the housing
market where little exists currently. The area of vacant land is approximately 45,700 square metres.
Allowing 75% of this to be available for housing, with lots averaging 250 square metres, there would
be room for 137 additional dwellings. Using an average of 2 persons per dwelling in these small
homes, the land could house 274 additional people.
Assuming that this development is complete and occupied by 2036, the trade area could growth by
an additional 427 people compared with the Base case. This represents an average growth rate of
0.7% per year.
Scenario 3: Significant growth (200% of the base case)
There are various theoretical options for urban growth around Coldstream, extending the Urban
Growth Boundary to accommodate new residential development. The land involved could double or
triple the area of the township with commensurate increases in the township population.
Scenario 3 results in a population that is twice the size of the base case by 2036 – 5,717 people. This
represents growth of 2,950 people compared with the present. The required growth rate of 3.5%
per year on average over the period to 2036 is typical of a municipality in a metropolitan growth
area and compares with an expected rate of 0.7% per year for the Yarra Ranges municipality as a
whole.
Scenario 4: Substantial growth (300% of the base case)
Scenario 4 would require development on a number of fronts and results in a population that is
three times the size of the base case. Total population in 2036 would be 8,575, a growth of 5,809
compared with 2015. The scenario requires a growth rate of 5.5% per year on average over the
period to 2036. This is typical of a rapidly growing community in a metropolitan growth area.
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The growth trajectory of the various scenarios is shown in the chart below.
Figure 5: Population growth scenarios, Coldstream trade area, 2015 to 2036
10,000
9,000
8,000
7,000
6,000
5,000
4,000
3,000
2,000
1,000
0

Scenario 1: based on .id consulting forecast
Scenario 2: Intensify development within existing boundary
Scenario 3: Significant expansion of Coldstream
Scenario 4: Substantial expansion of Coldstream

Source: Tim Nott

5.2 Hierarchy of Retail Centres
The Coldstream activity centres perform as a small neighbourhood/town centre as described in
Council’s Activity Centre Network Strategy (Essential Economics, 2012).
The Activity Centre Network Strategy identifies four levels in the hierarchy of centres in the Shire as
shown in the table below.
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Table 5: Hierarchy of activity centres, Yarra Ranges Shire
Centre type

Retail role

Examples in Yarra
Ranges

Major activity
centres

Provide a large, diverse and intensive mix
of retail, commercial, entertainment,
cultural and other uses.
These centres will have strong public
transport links, serve a large regionalsized catchment, and be priority locations
for future private and public sector
development.
Higher density residential development is
also encouraged.
Large Neighbourhood Activities Areas /
Town Centres are smaller in floorspace
terms than MAAs, and have a retail mix
that is focussed on convenience and
grocery shopping (although with a limited
range of non-food traders); they also
provide a range of community services to
the surrounding communities.
Small Neighbourhood Activities Areas or
Small Town Centres have a more limited
role in providing convenience retailing and
community facilities for an immediate
surrounding catchment.
Usually, these centres have a small
supermarket as the main anchor tenant.
In some cases these centres also serve a
tourist market.

Chirnside Park
Lilydale

Local Activities Areas consist of a small
group of shops that typically serve a local
walk-in catchment, and provide for the
daily convenience and ‘top up’ needs of
local residents and passing motorists.
Some of these small centres contain a
limited number of community facilities
and other uses. Numerous Local Activities
Areas are located throughout Yarra
Ranges, mainly in the urban region.

Large neighbourhood
centres/ large town
centres

Small neighbourhood
centres/small town
centres

Local centres

Typical share of
retail spending
flowing to this type
of centre from its
catchment
30%-40%

Mooroolbark, Kilsyth,
Mount Evelyn,
Belgrave, Monbulk,
Yarra Junction,
Healesville, Yarra
Glen, Seville

25%-35%

Warburton,
Montrose, Mount
Dandenong, Olinda,
Upwey, Coldstream,
Wandin North, Woori
Yallock, Sassafras,
Tecoma

15%-30%

Colby Drive (Belgrave
South), Switchback
Road (Chirnside
Park), Meadow Gate
Drive (Chirnside
Park), Collins Place
(Kilsyth), Hawthory
Road (Kilsyth),
Cardigan Road
(Mooroolbark)

2%-5%

Source: Essential Economics, 2013; Tim Nott

This activity centre network broadly corresponds with that in the new metropolitan planning
strategy – Plan Melbourne (DPCD, 2014). In this case, the Major Activity Centres correspond to
Activity Centres in Plan Melbourne and the large and small neighbourhood centres correspond to
Neighbourhood Centres in Plan Melbourne.
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Given population growth in the trade area, there may be potential for Coldstream to grow to
become a large neighbourhood centre. The key difference between large and small neighbourhood
centres is the presence of a substantial food and grocery offering, usually in the form of a full-line
supermarket. The required population catchment for a full-line supermarket of 3,000+ square
metres is usually quoted as 10,000 persons. However, given a competitively managed outlet and
moderate expectations about turnover levels, a full-line supermarket of 3,000 square metres could
operate on a catchment of 8,000 people.
Population growth scenario 4 above would therefore allow for the potential development of a fullline supermarket and the growth of Coldstream to become a large neighbourhood/town centre
within the study timeframe.

5.3 Potential Retail Growth
In order to understand the potential for growth in retail floorspace by 2036, the following steps have
been followed:




Identify the level of retail spending in shops by trade area residents
Estimate the escape spending that would result if no new retail floorspace were to be
provided
Identify the expected spending retained in the trade area for each scenario and convert that
to retail floorspace

5.3.1 Retail Spending by Trade Area Residents
In calculating the spending of trade area residents, the following assumptions have been made here:




Spending per person grows by 1% per year in line with long term averages
Spending online grows to 15% of all retail spending, in line with estimates by industry
players
Other factors will remain as at present

Table 6: Retail spending by trade area residents, Coldstream, 2036
2015
Trade area population = A

2036
Scenario 1

Scenario 2

Scenario 3

Scenario 4

2,767

2,858

3,193

5,717

8,575

Retail spending per person ($) = B
Food and groceries
$5,500
Non-food retail
$5,000

$6,780

$6,780

$6,780

$6,780

$6,170

$6,170

$6,170

$6,170

Food service

$1,700

$2,090

$2,090

$2,090

$2,090

$400

$480

$480

$480

$480

$15,520

$15,520

$15,520

$15,520

Retail services
Total Retail

$12,600
Retail spending per person in shops (%) = C
Food and groceries

98%

90%

90%

90%

90%

Non-food retail

92%

80%

80%

80%

80%

Food service

95%

88%

88%

88%

88%

Retail services

60%

60%

60%

60%

60%

Total Retail

94%

85%

85%

85%

85%

Retail spending per person in shops ($) = B x C = D
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Food and groceries

$5,390

$6,100

$6,100

$6,100

$6,100

Non-food retail

$4,600

$4,940

$4,940

$4,940

$4,940

Food service

$1,620

$1,840

$1,840

$1,840

$1,840

$240

$290

$290

$290

$290

$13,170

$13,170

$13,170

Retail services
Total Retail

$11,850
$13,170
Total retail spending in shops ($million) = A x D = E
Food and groceries

$14.9

$17.4

$19.5

$34.9

$52.3

Non-food retail

$12.7

$14.1

$15.8

$28.2

$42.4

Food service

$4.5

$5.3

$5.9

$10.5

$15.8

Retail services

$0.7

$0.8

$0.9

$1.7

$2.5

Total Retail

$32.8

$37.6

$42.1

$75.3

$112.9

Source: Tim Nott

5.3.2 Retail Escape Spending
The following table looks at the change in retail escape spending over the period to 2036. The
calculations incorporate the following assumptions:




Retail development remains the same as at present (this is unrealistic but existing
development is held steady in order to estimate the growth potential)
Existing retail turnover per square metre increases by 0.5% per year as retailers become
more efficient
The share of local retail turnover flowing to visitors remains the same as at present

Table 7: Change in escape spending, Coldstream trade area, 2015 to 2036 (no further retail
development)
2015

2036
Scenario 1

Scenario 2

Scenario 3

Scenario 4

Retail sales ($m) = F
Food and groceries

$8.3

$9.2

$9.2

$9.2

$9.2

Non-food retail

$1.1

$1.2

$1.2

$1.2

$1.2

Food service

$1.5

$1.7

$1.7

$1.7

$1.7

Retail services

$0.6

$0.6

$0.6

$0.6

$0.6

$11.4

$12.7

$12.7

$12.7

$12.7

Food and groceries

20%

20%

20%

20%

20%

Non-food retail

15%

15%

15%

15%

15%

Food service

60%

60%

60%

60%

60%

Retail services

10%

10%

10%

10%

10%

24%
Sales to visitors ($m) = F x G = H

24%

24%

24%

24%

Food and groceries

$1.7

$1.8

$1.8

$1.8

$1.8

Non-food retail

$0.2

$0.2

$0.2

$0.2

$0.2

Food service

$0.9

$1.0

$1.0

$1.0

$1.0

Retail services

$0.1

$0.1

$0.1

$0.1

$0.1

$2.8
Sales to residents ($m) = F – H = I

$3.1

$3.1

$3.1

$3.1

Total Retail
Sales to visitors (%) = G

Total Retail

Total Retail
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Food and groceries

$6.6

$7.3

$7.3

$7.3

$7.3

Non-food retail

$0.9

$1.0

$1.0

$1.0

$1.0

Food service

$0.6

$0.7

$0.7

$0.7

$0.7

Retail services

$0.5

$0.6

$0.6

$0.6

$0.6

$8.6
$9.6
Total spending by residents in shops ($m) = E

$9.6

$9.6

$9.6

Total Retail

Food and groceries

$14.9

$17.4

$19.5

$34.9

$52.3

Non-food retail

$12.7

$14.1

$15.8

$28.2

$42.4

Food service

$4.5

$5.3

$5.9

$10.5

$15.8

Retail services

$0.7

$0.8

$0.9

$1.7

$2.5

$32.8
Escape spending ($m) = E – I = J

$37.6

$42.1

$75.3

$112.9

Food and groceries

$8.3

$10.1

$12.1

$27.5

$45.0

Total Retail

Non-food retail

$11.8

$13.1

$14.8

$27.3

$41.4

Food service

$3.9

$4.6

$5.2

$9.8

$15.1

Retail services

$0.1

$0.3

$0.4

$1.1

$1.9

$24.2
Escape Spending (%) = J / E = K

$28.1

$32.5

$65.7

$103.4

Total Retail

Food and groceries

56%

58%

62%

79%

86%

Non-food retail

93%

93%

94%

96%

98%

Food service

86%

87%

89%

94%

96%

Retail services

22%

31%

38%

65%

77%

Total Retail

74%

75%

77%

87%

92%

Source: Tim Nott

5.3.3 Potential growth in retail floorspace
The following table provides an estimate of the retail floorspace that could be supported in
Coldstream by 2036 under the various population scenarios. The following assumptions have been
made in the calculations:





The resident spending retained in Coldstream is proportional to the population of the trade
area; that is, the more people there are, the larger the retail provision
The share of spending in Coldstream by visitors remains the same as at present (24% overall)
Retail turnover density (that is, sales per square metre of floorspace) is assumed to grow at
0.5% per year over the study period, reflecting increasing efficiency by retailers
Retail turnover density in food and groceries reflects rates that are more typical for small
supermarkets (scenarios 1-3) and large supermarkets (scenario 4)
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Table 8: Estimate of retail floorspace supported in Coldstream, 2036
Scenario 1

Scenario 2

Scenario 3

Scenario 4

Resident spending retained in Coldstream (%) = L
Food and groceries
42%
45%

48%

55%

Non-food retail

7%

8%

10%

15%

Food service

13%

15%

15%

15%

Retail services

69%

70%

70%

70%

25%
27%
Resident spending in Coldstream ($m) = L x E = M

30%

35%

Total Retail

Food and groceries

$7.3

$8.8

$16.7

$28.8

Non-food retail

$1.0

$1.3

$2.8

$6.4

Food service

$0.7

$0.9

$1.6

$2.4

Retail services

$0.6

$0.6

$1.2

$1.7

Total Retail

$9.6
$11.6
$22.3
Total spending in Coldstream, including visitors ($m) = M x (1-G) = N

$39.2

Food and groceries

$9.2

$11.0

$20.9

$36.0

Non-food retail

$1.2

$1.5

$3.3

$7.5

Food service

$1.7

$2.2

$3.9

$5.9

Retail services

$0.6

$0.7

$1.3

$1.9

$12.7
Retail turnover density ($/sqm) = O

$15.3

$29.5

$51.9

Total Retail

Food and groceries

$7,800

$7,800

$7,800

$8,900

Non-food retail

$5,300

$5,300

$5,600

$5,600

Food service

$4,400

$4,400

$4,400

$4,400

Retail services

$2,800

$2,800

$2,800

$2,800

$6,300

$6,400

$7,000

Total Retail

$6,300
Floorspace supported (sqm) = N / O = P
Food and groceries

1,175

1,405

2,683

4,041

Non-food retail

220

280

593

1,335

Food service

382

501

897

1,345

Retail services

228

257

461

691

2,005
2,443
Change in floorspace, 2015 to 2036 (sqm) = Q

4,633

7,411

Food and groceries

-424

-194

1,084

2,442

Non-food retail

-163

-103

210

952

-61

58

454

902

-2

27

231

461

-650

-212

1,978

4,756

Total Retail

Food service
Retail services
Total Retail

Source: Tim Nott

The results of these estimates are illustrated in the chart below.
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Figure 6: Estimated change in retail floorspace, Coldstream trade area, 2015 to 2036
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Source: Tim Nott

Overall, population growth scenario 1 is anticipated to result in a decline in retail floorspace over the
period to 2036. This is partly a function of the assumption that the turnover per square metre of the
retail outlets will tend higher, towards more typical levels; in other words that the existing low levels
of retail turnover per square metre cannot continue indefinitely. The decline will be felt most in the
food and grocery segment, and could result in the closure or down-sizing of the existing
supermarket.
Scenario 2 results in a notional decline in floorspace although it is likely that this would result in little
change from the present.
Scenario 3 generates demand for approximately 2,000 square metres of additional retail space. This
could result in a larger mid-range supermarket and/or a range of specialty food and grocery outlets
as well as additional shops in other retail types.
Scenario 4 could generate sufficient demand for a full-line supermarket operated by one of the
market-leading chains. In addition, there would be demand for an extensive range of specialty
stores.
The reader should bear in mind that these results report on scenarios that are governed by a wide
range of assumptions. Nevertheless, it appears logical that low population growth scenarios will
generate no net increases in retail floorspace, especially given the current relatively inefficient retail
presence.
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5.4 Retail Employment Implications
The various scenarios will generate different employment outcomes as shown in the table below.

Table 9: Retail employment estimates resulting from the growth scenarios, Coldstream, 20152036

Employment (35 sqm per job)
Source: Tim Nott

Scenario 1

Scenario 2

Scenario 3

Scenario 4

-19

-6

57

136

The lower population growth scenarios appear likely to result in a decline in retail employment as
existing retailers become more efficient (or close). The higher growth scenarios result in positive
retail employment growth – up to around 140 jobs for scenario 4.
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6 NON-RETAIL DEVELOPMENT POTENTIAL
The commercial activity areas in Coldstream play host to a variety of non-retail activities including:
•
•
•
•

Real estate agents
Wholesale activities, particularly servicing the regional farm and tourism sector
Tourist activity booking
CFA

These non-retail activities comprise 68% of total occupied commercial space in the township.
Compared with a range of similar centres (see figure below) this is quite high and reflects the large
rural service enterprises – timber supplies etc.

Figure 7: Share of non-retail space in selected activity centres
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Coldstream
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Riddells Creek
Malmsbury
Korumburra
Lancefield
Romsey
Anglesea
Drysdale
Lara
Lorne
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Source: Tim Nott, data collected 2008-2015

New non-retail commercial activities will appear under the higher growth scenarios, including new
doctors and health services, banks, accountants and professional services, gyms, and so on. Given
the existing basic commercial infrastructure, new non-retail floorspace serving the local community
is assumed here to be 30% of the total growth in floorspace. However, there is potential for a range
of visitor-related activities (see section 8) and it would be sensible to also identify land that could
accommodate growth in visitor services. These are likely to require space on land fronting the
Highway.
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7 LAND REQUIRED TO ACCOMMODATE GROWTH
7.1 Demand for Commercial Land
The following table provides a calculation of the additional land required to accommodate
commercial activities in Coldstream over the period to 2036. Under scenarios 1 and 2, no growth to
accommodate resident services is anticipated; only the land requirements for the growth scenarios
(3 and 4) have been calculated here.

Table 10: Estimate of additional land requirements for local commercial activities, Coldstream,
2015 to 2036
Item

Unit

Scenario 3

Scenario 4

Growth in retail space

sqm

1,978

4,756

Non-retail space (30% of total)

sqm

848

2,038

Total floorspace demand

sqm

2,826

6,795

Existing vacant space

sqm

672

672

Net additional floorspace required

sqm

2,154

6,123

car parking requirement (spaces per 100 sqm)

no

3.5

3.5

Number of spaces

no

75

214

Area of car parking (@35sqm per space)

sqm

2,638

7,500

Landscaping, roads etc (% of total area)

%

20%

20%

Total additional area required
sqm
5,990
17,029
Source: Tim Nott
Notes: the car parking requirement has been taken from the planning scheme and is an average for retail and
non-retail activities; all development, including car parking is assumed to be at-grade

The growth scenarios suggest that between 0.6 and 1.8 hectares of additional land would be
required for activity centre elements over the period to 2036. Land savings of around 10% could be
made given double storey development, although car-parking would very likely be at grade.
The supermarket would likely be the largest single new commercial element in the Coldstream
activity centre and could range from around 2,000 square metres under scenario 3 to perhaps 3,400
square metres under scenario 4. In either case, the new supermarket would most likely replace or
be an extension of the existing supermarket.
In addition to these considerations, there could be additional demand for land to accommodate an
expansion of visitor services on the Highway. In the short to medium term, visitor services could
locate on sites zoned Commercial 2 that are presently vacant or underutilised. However, there may
be demand for an expansion of this visitor precinct if further tourism investment proves successful.

7.2 Potential Areas for Expansion
The logical area for commercial expansion would be in and around the existing Lodge shopping
centre. The Lodge has an area of vacant land of approximately 1,800 square metres. The allotment
also contains an enterprise selling, hiring and repairing horse floats. Assuming that this business can
be relocated, the Commercial 1 Zone at the Lodge would have around 5,000 square metres of vacant
land - sufficient to accommodate most of the growth anticipated in scenario 3.
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Accommodating scenario 4 would require development in the existing Mixed Use Zone. Altogether,
this zone is approximately 45,000 square metres which would be more than sufficient for the highest
growth scenario. Naturally, commercial development in the Mixed Use Zone may displace some
housing or may require that housing be on upper levels.
The various growth scenarios envisage proportionate growth of visitor-related expenditure. This will
likely require development on the Highway in order to capture passing traffic. Whilst allotments in
the Commercial 2 Zone are taken up, there is some scope for more intensive development as the
aerial photograph below makes clear.
The following figure shows various areas suitable for commercial expansion in Coldstream.
Figure 8: Land for commercial expansion, Coldstream
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From a zoning perspective, no further land is likely to be required to accommodate commercial
development to service local residents under the scenarios canvassed here. However, should there
be successful tourism investment in the highway services precinct, there may be demand to expand
the precinct in the longer term.
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8 ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT OPPORTUNITIES
The rate and scale of population growth will have a substantial effect on the creation of jobgenerating activities in Coldstream. However, some aspects of economic development will be
somewhat independent of local population growth, including investment in the key local industries
of tourism and intensive agriculture and processing. These kinds of economic development
opportunities have the potential to affect the urban landscape of Coldstream, with implications for
land-use planning.

8.1 Gateway to the Yarra Valley
Coldstream is at a key gateway to the Yarra Valley wine and food region, on the junction between
the Maroondah and Melba Highways. The Yarra Valley hosts 312,000 visitor nights and over one
million day visits each year (Tourism Research Australia, 2013). A majority of these visitors would
travel through Coldstream.
Whilst Coldstream has its own attractions – Coldstream Brewery and café, the Gateway Estate fruit
and vegetable outlet, for example – it has only recently become a significant destination with the
opening of the Melba Estate just to the north of the town, the former home of famous opera singer
Dame Nellie Melba.
There is potential in Coldstream for an orientation experience that can showcase the whole Yarra
Valley and direct visitors where to go and what to see. This could take the form of a substantial
visitors centre or could be a hospitality and regional produce outlet (although similar facilities are
proposed elsewhere, including at Healesville). The logical place for such a facility would be on the
Maroondah Highway and would require ample parking and good sightlines. It could be
accommodated through redevelopment of redundant buildings in the Commercial 2 Zone.
Commercial accommodation is a further possibility for Coldstream; however, the location might be
considered secondary compared with Yarra Valley towns such as Healesville and Yarra Glen.
Building on the presence of the existing ballooning company (Go Wild Ballooning), there may be
potential for Coldstream to become the experience centre for the Yarra Valley; however, again, such
centres are more normally found close to accommodation precincts.
The existing strength of the Coldstream township is as a service area for the remainder of the Yarra
Valley as well as a small food production centre. The township has rural and timber supplies as well
as enterprises providing hotel supplies, photocopying and catering, and three firms producing food –
beer, preserves and fruit products. There may be some potential to expand the food offering. For
example, the Gateway centre accommodates both the preserve and fruit product makers as well as
a butcher which is the outlet for local farmers. With some collective promotion, the Gateway could
become a centre for other “hand-made” food producers using local ingredients such as ice-cream,
baked goods, strawberry products etc. With an appropriate café, the Gateway could become a niche
destination for visitors, promoted along with the rest of the Yarra Valley food trail. There may be
potential to reflect the food theme in the urban design of the Gateway precinct and the shop units
through public art, veranda treatments, street furniture, planting and window displays.
In promoting Coldstream as a visitor destination, as well as improving the amenity for residents, the
design of the streetscape of the Maroondah Highway needs some attention. In particular,
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A more formal streetscape would add to driver safety and to the sense of arrival at the
Lodge and the adjacent highway services strip. This could include a service lane and/or
improved parking areas (including for buses).
Traffic lights allowing a movement between Station Street and Killara Road would improve
driver safety and slow traffic making it easier to access the commercial enterprises in the
area.

Council has been requested to provide a stopping and services point for large recreational vehicles in
the Yarra Valley. Coldstream could provide a location for such facilities, particularly adjacent to the
Lodge shopping centre where users would have access to retail services.

8.2 Agricultural Development
The rural areas surrounding Coldstream are highly productive pastoral and horticultural areas.
However, access to water has been a limiting factor for some horticulturalists. Several farmers in
the district have developed a proposal to establish a pipeline for recycled water from the Lilydale
treatment plant to supply irrigation water. Stage 1 of the proposal is for a 15km pipeline supplying
20 growers with 1,000 Ml per year. The proponents suggest that Stage 1 of the scheme would
safeguard 400+ existing jobs and create a further 150 in horticulture and value-adding. Most of the
value-adding is likely to occur on-farm rather than in an urban context, although there may be some
effects on the commercial sector in the Coldstream township as a result of an increase in demand
from local workers and increased potential for small produce outlets.
This kind of potential development further reinforces the need to consider carefully pressures to
increase the urban footprint of Yarra Valley towns.
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